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ABSTRACT

Surfacc load due to vehicular traffic influences the performance of shallow buried

pipcs. This thcsis prcscnts an invcstigation of the behavior of buried flexible pipes

due to surlacc load. Two-dimensional finite element analysis was performed

through idealization of the concentrated surface load as an equivalent line load. A

general purpose f1nite clement program ABAQUS was used for modeling of the

pipe-soil intcraction under surface loads. Finite element model was developed and

evaluated using full scale test data of buried flexible pipe from the literature,

where responses of buricd flexible pipe were measured under surface live loads.

Through a comprehensive study on different parameters of buried structure under

different burial depth, it was observed for large diameter flexible pipe that

influences of surface loads are localized within a zone around the pipe crown for

shallow buried pipes «0.5D) and for pipes with low material modulus. However,

the influence extends downward covering the full pipe circumference for deeper

pipes and pipes with high material modulus. For a particular pipe, the effects of

the surface load reduced rapidly with the depths of soil cover up to a depth of half

of thc pipe diametcr, beyond which the effect reduced steadily. The conccntrated

sur/ace load induces compressive wall thrust and negative bending moment

(outward concave bending) at the shoulder, and positive bending moment

(outward concave bending) at the crown and invert.

The study revealed that the effects of the concentrated surface load depend on the

burial depth, pipe material, and geometry of the pipe wall. Although sectional area

of pipe wall do not affect largely, moment of inertia of pipe wall affect the thrust

and moments that develop around the pipe. The effects are very significant on the'

dcvelopment of bending moment. Material modulus of pipe also affects the thrust

and moment developing around the pipe circumference. However, the influence is

small on the thrusts, while the bending moment is significantly affected. The

maximum momcnt induccd duc to surface load can be expressed as a function of

the relative bending stiftlless of the pipe-soil system. The mechanism of the stress

development around the pipe was found different for shallow and deep burial
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conditions lor High-Density polyethylene (HOPE) pipe. Boussinesq solution

always over-predicted the crown level stress Jor HOPE pipe. However lor the

stiffer (steel) pipe, Boussinesq equation under predicted the stress. These are due

to development of arching from soil-pipe interaction that is not captured in

lloussincSl(s cquation. AASHTO. AseE codc yielded conservative valucs of the

average soil strcsscs lor pipcs with greater burial depths.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER!

~.-I iI_

Buried pipes have been used to improve the standard of living for city dwellers

through transporting portable and waste water since the beginning of modem

civilization. Many diffcrcnt pipc products have bcen devcloped for these applications,

and work is still continued to improvc the economy and performances of buried pipc

structures.

1.1 GENERAL

lise lIf flexible pipe i'lr underground application startcd in thc carly twcnticth ccntury,

when pipcs were installed without engineering design. Soon after introduction, the use

of the flexible pipe increased steadily. Design of the flexible pipe was started in the

mid-1900 when Sprangler developed the deflection equation for corrugated steel pipe

(Sprangler, 1941). Flexible pipes with different materials such as steel, High Density

Polythene (HOPE), Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) etc. were developed with a variety of

wall profile geometry over the last several decades. Figure 1.1 shows some of the wall

prot~les of Ilexible pipe. Design of those pipes considers severarlimit states under the

earth overburden load. The elrcets of vehicle loads are generally accounted as an

additiollaluniform pressure over the pipe crown (ASCE, AASHTO) which is added to

the overburden pressure. However, the behavior of the pipe under concentrated

surface load can be more complex, particularly for shallow buried pipe. The

concentrated load is a three dimensiollalload effect of which may be localized within

a zone depending upon the ground condition. Presence of the pipe within the ground

may also iniluence the effcets of the load. The issues of buried flexible pipes under

concentrated surface loads are investigated in this research.
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1.2 BACKGROUND AND PRESENT STATE OF THE PROBLEM

The use of flexible pipes, such as corrugated high density polyethylene (HPDE) pipes,

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes, and metal pipes have been increasing recently in

many countries around thc world. The principal applications of the polymer pipes

(I-1DPE and PVC) are in agriculturc. construction industry, and highway and roads.

Polymer pipes arc also used for airport runway drainage and telephone and power line

transmission. The wide acceptance of polymer pipes in these various applications is

due primarily to their (a) ease of installation, (b) light weight, (c) resistance to

corrosion, (d) unique structural properties, (e) resistance to abrasion and, above all, (t)

low cost. In Bangladesh, flexible pipes are used sometimes as buried culverts for

drainage of water across roads and embankments. However, use of the flexible pipes

is increasing for sewer systems and underground telephone, electric, gas, and water

distribution systems in the country (Dhar et aI., 2004).

Flexible buried pipes should be designed to withstand soil overburden, ground water

allli surl~lee loads from vehicular trarIie The pipe design and installation are usually

based on American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials

(AASHTO) requirements. The AASHTO designs of buried thermoplastic and metal

pipes are generally based on the factored thrust and pipe wall resistance. The pipe

wall resistance must be, greater than the factored thrust to ensure safety against

structural failure. Vertical pressure at pipe crown level and the pipe outside diameter

are the two impoliant factors used for determination of the factored thrust. When

flexible pipes are buricd under shallow depths, the vertical crown pressure is mainly

influenced by the surface live loads. Soil backfill quality, pipe ge?metry, and materia:!

properties, pipe installation condition, and loading configuration are the othe~

important factors that govern the soil pressure distribution over buried flexible pipes

under surface live load. Design codes assume that the traffic loadings add a uniform

pressure at the crown level of the pipe, (ASCE, 1993; AASHTO, 1996 & 1998) and
•

the wheel pressures are taken into account in forms of a calculated average pressure.

Also the soil is taken as homogeneous and elastic. AASHTO standard'specifications

for Highway Bridges consider a wheel load as a point load on the ground surface that

spread through the fill at a rate of 1.75 times the depth, AASHTO (1996). However,

the AASHTO LRFD spccification made a significant change in the procedure of

3



calculating live load distribution through inclusion of the area of the tire footprint on

the ground surl'lee, AASIITO (1998). The LRFD specification also restricted the rate

of spJ:ead Ji'om 1.15 to 1.0 times the depth, depending on the type of backfill. In the

case of overlapping, the total load is distributed over the combined effective area. An

inf1uencc factor was introduccd to increase the stress for shallow burial (burial

dcpth<O.9m). AASHTO LRFD spccification increascd thc maximum impact factor

from 30% to 33% and increased thc maximum depth at which impact was considered

from 0.9m (3 ft) to 2.4m (8 ft).The basis for these changes and their impact on pipe

design has bcen the subject or much discussion. Litcrature review, conducted on

buried flexible pipes subjected to live load, indicates that a minimum soil cover over

the pipe crown appears to be the most important parameter on pipe-soil system

rcsponses, Arockiasamy et al. (2004). However, thcre is very limited information on

thc pipe-soil systcm hchavior with a variation of soil cover particularly for large

diameter pipes (i.e. d >600mm) under live load. Limited research was conducted

through measurement of soil stresses and pipe deflections under live load of flexible

pipes. McGrath et al. (200 I) initiated a project to investigate the performance of large

diameter corrugated PE pipe installed under roadways with shallow depth of fill. Dhar

et al. (2004) conducted full scale test of buried PVC pipes under surface line load.

Arockiasamy et al. (2006) conducted Held test to investigate the bchavior of buried

thcrmoplastic and mctal flcxihlc pipcs undcr thc application of static concentrated

whecl loads. However, a better understanding about the behavior of the pipes under

the live load is required for developing a rational d"sign method of the pipes.

1.3 INSTALLATION PRACTICES

Construction of a pipcline dcpends on many controlling factors including pipe

materials, soil conditions, topography, operation conditions etc. Pipes are sometime

placed on a prcpared ground surface under an embankment which was the covered'

with embankment material. This type of installation is c'alled "embankment

installation". Usually, pipes are installed in a trench that is exe~vated in the natural

ground (also called "native soil"). The pipe is then backfilled using suitable materials.

Granular free-draining materials are generally chosen as the backfill material to

providc suflicicnt structural strcngth and support to the pipc. Figure 1.2 shows a

4
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The trench is an excavation made during a pipe installation for the purpose laying the

pipe, which is then covered. Sometimes foundations are required for pipe installation

depending on the pipe, ground and operation conditions. Backfill indicates the soil

which is used to cover the pipe after being installed in the trench.

typical installation condition of buricd pipc in a trcnch. Differcnt tcrminologies such

as crown, springline, invert, shoulder and haunch are generally used to identify a

location around the pipe circumference as shown in Figure 1.2. Crown mcans the

vertex or top of an arch, applied to about one third of the curve, but in a pointed arch

to the apex only. In case of pipe, crown indicates the top most point of a pipe as

shown in the Figure 1.2. Pipe springline means the point which is 90 degree apart

li'om the crown in both sides i.e. vertically mid-level of the pipe. Pipe invert is the

bottom point of pipe, vertically below the crown. The nearby zones of pipe invert are

known as haunch. The pipe periphery from pipe springline to crown is known as

shoulder.



1.4 OBJECTIVES

The researeh mainly attempts to study the parameters that influence the design and

performance of buried flexible pipe under surface live load and to evaluate the current

design methods for incorporating live load in pipe design. The specific objectives of

the research LIrc summarizeu as follows:

1. Development of a model for numerical analysis of buri~d flexible pipes under

live load.

2. Evaluation of developed model with existing field observation data.

3. Parametric study to identify the parameters contributing o,n live load distribution

around the pipe.

4. Evaluation of the current design method for live load analysis for flexible pipe.

1.5. METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE

A general purpose finitc element progrmil ABAQUS was used to model pipe-soil

interaetion for analysis of the pipe under the surface loads. Different finite element

meshes were developed to represent variation of burial depth, pipes sectional

properties, and parameters of pipe's materia!. Variations of the parameters of backfill

and pipe materials were used to investigate the effect of geometric and material

parameters on the live load distribution around the pipe.

Two dimensional finite element analyses were used through idealization of the three-

dimensional concentrated load into an equivalent line load. Four burial depths i.e. 300

mm, 600 mm, 1500 111111and 3000 mm were considered for investigation of the effect

of the burial depths. For each burial depth sectional parameters of pipe walls were
;

varied along with material modulus. Sectional areas of 20 mni2/ mm, 30 mm2
/ mm

and 60 mm2/ 111mand moments of inertia of 300 mm4
/ mm, 7000mm4

/ mml5700

mm4/mm were considered based on available geometries of wall profile (Dhar and

Noor, 2007). Material modulus of pipe was varied from long term modulus of HDPE

(200 MPa) to steel (210000 MPa). Finite element results were eompared with the

stresses ealculated aecording to ASCE and AASHTO design codes for evaluation.
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1.6 THESIS ORGANIZATION

This thesis was organized to reveal the outcome of this research work in a systematic

way in live chapters. First chapter demonstrates introduction and objectives along

with the present state of the problem. Scope of this research work and methodology is

also describes in this chapter.

Chapter 2 describes the recent rescarch works that have performed in the analysis of

buried flexible pipe under surface load. Moreover, different finite element code that

had been used for analysis of buried pipe world wide was described briefly. Different

design codes and incorporation or live loads in those codes are also outlined.

Finite element modeling, simulation and problem idealizations are discussed in

Chapter 3. Finite element model was evaluated using existing full-scale test data on

buried pipe under concentrated surface load.

In Chaptcr 4, a detailed parametric study is demonstrated and their effects are

described elaborately. Finally in Chapter 5 conelusions and recommendations of this

research work are described.

7



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION
.,

Flexible pIpes have been used for buried applications since the early days of

corrugated metal pipe in the 1870's. The early uses of flexible pipe were mainly for

storm water drainage and culverts. As the acceptance grew, flexible pipes started

being used for sewer application. The early designs of flexible pipe were based on

extensions of rigid pipe theory. For direct buried application, deflection control is

generally considered as the governing design criteria. Although flexible pipes can be

deflected 30% without reverse curvature, generally either 5 or 7.5% deflection is

allowed in design. Excessive deflections of the pipe may affect integrity of the joints

and cause excessive ground settlements. A semi-empirical deflection equation

developed at the Iowa State University has generally been used to calculate pipe

deflections. Spangler (1941) developed the equation, known as the "Iowa Formula",

using assumptions based on his observations during field-loading experiments on

corrugated metal pipe culverts. Spangler (1941) expressed horizontal deflection as a

function of the vertical load and the bending resistance provided by the pipe and the

surrounding soil. The vertical deflection was generally assumed' to be of equal

magnitude to the horizontal deflection but with opposite I sign. Watkins later

pcrformcd model studies and examined the Iowa formula; from which some

modifications were made to incorporate a soil parameter with dimensions equivaleni

to modulus (Watkins and Spangler, 1958). The Modified Iowa Formula has been the

principal tool for estimating deflection for flexible pipe for the past 50 years.

However, it has been recognized ih~t the modified Iowa formula, which only consider

thc I1cxural dcl1cctioll, is not applicable for vcry flexible pipes like pipes made of

thermoplastic materials. Dhar et al. (2002) presented a simplified equation for the

deflection of flexible pipe that account for the shortening due to hoop forces in

addition to the flexural/bending deflection. The simplified equation has been adopted

8



in i\i\SIITO 1<" Ilcxiblc pipe dcsign. Wall stress and wall strain on the buricd pipc

are ealculatcd based on thrust and bending mOlnent obtained from soil-structure

interaction solution (Dhar et aI., 2002).

Buried culvcrts and pipelines undcr roadways arc subjccted to carth loads and

vehicular loads. Thc carth load covers the wcight of the pavement, soil and bedding

above the pipe. The vchicular loads come from cars and trucks traveling on the

roadway. Soil-structure interaction solutions have been developed to calculate the

pipc delledion, wall thrust and bending momcnt for buricd Ilcxiblc pipcs duc to carth

load and adopted in the design codes (Moore 1993, McGrath et aI., 1998, Dhar etal.,

2002). However, the effects of surface traffic load arc estimated in the pipe design

codes as a uniform load avcraged over an assumed surface area. This chapter presents

the current design status of buried tlexiblc pipe with particular attention to the

incorporation of the effect of surface live load.

2.1 PIPE ANALYSIS METHODS

2.2.1 Analysis for Dead Load

Thc amount of load lakcn by a pipc under dead load depends on the relative stilTncss

of the pipe to the soil Jill at the side of the pipe and the relative movement between

the backfill and thc natural soil. Marston load theory, as cited by Moser (1990),

recognized the amount or load taken by a pipe in a trench due to relative movement

between the backfill and thc natural soil and developed following formula for the

vertical force acting on the rigid pipe:

W" = C"yB' (2.1)

Where:

W" = Load on rigid pipe

Cd = Load coefficient accounting for the frictional resistance due to the

rclativc movcmcnt bctwccn thc backfill and nafural soil. It is exprcssed as a

function of trench width, burial depth, soil friction angle and lateral earth

pressure.
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Where:

S = Stiffness of pipe = E~
D

Es = Horizontal modulus of soil reaction as defined by the Iowa equation
(MPa)

(2.3)

(2.2)

C = 36S,_(20S, + I)
(l2S, + 1)(36S, + I)

d S S'ff' . 8SAn ,_= II ness rallo =-
E,

W =Cqo

C = Load factor (minimum value of 1), and is given by

'I" = Pressure at crown level without a pipc
Where:

Pipc stress estimated at the crown level is used to calculate the pipe deflection, wall

stress and wall strain for buried flexible pipe. The Iowa Deflection Equation

(Sprangler 1941) has been the primary tools for calculation of pipe deflection. The

vertical pipe deflection (assumed to be the same as the horizontal deflection)

according to the modilied Iowa formula as cxpressed in AASHTO is given by:

Cameron (2006) reported that Molin's expressions have little influence on flexible

pipes as pipe stiffness, S, of 50 kPa is required to override the minimum Cvalue of

unity, assuming a relatively low soil stiffness of 5 MPa. This pipe stiffness value

excecds common flexible pipe stiffnesses.

y = Unit weight of back Jill
B =Width of trench

While the Marston theory provides a useful tool for calculating earth load, it does not

properly appreciate pipe-soil interaction or arching within the backfill for non-rigid

pipes (Cameron, 2006). Molin (1981) derived the vertical soil pressure, w, above a

pipe in an infinitely wide trench (e.g. under embankment fill) considering relative

stiffness of pipe-soil system and proposed the average pressure at crown level as:
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Moore (1993) adopted the continuum solution of Hoeg (1968) for soil-structure

interaction solution for pipe analysis. I-!oeg (1968) derived the formulation for the

more generalized case of (5" = K(5v. where (5" IJJ, are vertical and lateral earth pressure

and K is the coefficient of earth pressure at rest, respectively. However, to simplify

(2.5)

(2.4)

!:>D FvW,.
=

D EA/ +0.57E.Ir .\

I'v = Vertical arching factor

A = Cross sectional area per unit length of pipe

!:>D = Change in diameter

!:>Dv D,KW,
--=

D EYrJ + 0.061£,

D,. = Deflection lag factor

K = Bedding constant

W. = Load per unit length of pipe

I' =Mean radius of pipe

E = modulus of elasticity of pipe material

I =Moment of inertia of pipe wall per unit length

Es =Modulus of passive resistance of side fill

!:>D,= Vertical deflection or change in diameter

D = Diameter of the pipe

Where:

Where:

However, it has been recognized that the Iowa formula gives the flexural deflection of

the pipe and neglect the contribution or eireumi"crential shortening (hoop dellection).

Dhar et a!. (2002) presented the Iowa equation for flexural pipe deflections and a pipe

deflection term accounting for the hoop deflection to be summed up to give the total

deflection of the pipe. 111ehoop component of deflection is given by (McGrath et aI.,

1998):



Figure 2.1 Uniform and non-uniform deformation of buried pipe (Moore, 2000)

(2.6)

(2.7a)(2.7b)

(2.8a) (2.8b) (2.8c)

(b) Non-uniform deformation

(jl' + (jll

(jill = 2

CFI• - CFII
CT" = 2

12

CT = CT" + CT, cos28
T = T, sin28

crm

(~)

(a) Uniform deformation

CT" = A",CT", 1
CT, = A"aCT" f
r 2 = AdrCJd

Faclors A"" Ad" and A", are called arching factors.

Where 8 is measured from the vertical axis, and

Distributions of interface radial and shear stress on the external boundary of the pipe

were then defined as:

the interpretation, the two-dimcnsionalload systcm was divided into uniform (0;,.) and

non-uniform components (CTd) of pressures as shown in Figure 2.1. For a particular

condition (i.e. for a certain K), the uniform (0;,,) and non-uniform components (CTd) of

prcssures wcrc expresscd by Moore (2000) as:



Pipe wall stresses based on the axial thrust and the bending moment can be estimated

Deflections can be determined from the pipe stresses by considering the components

of the external stresses, Wo, due to the isotropic loading and Wd due to the deviatoric

loading as follows:

f

(2.9)

(2.12)

(2.11 )

(2.10)

(2.15)

(2.14)

(2.13)

13

(J ,.2
W =_0-

(J EA

w = (20'" - '" )r
4

d 18£/

M. _ (0"2 '2).,-- -+- 1
'I' 3 6

M_(0"2 ,,),'- -+- r
" 3 6

N Me
0"=-+-

A 1

M = Bending Moment

A = Sectional Area of Pipe Wall
I = Moment of Inertia of Pipe Wall

C = Distancc from Ncutral Axis

N = 0" r _ (0"' _ 2,,) r
.'1' " 3 3

(
0", 2,,)

N.,=O"r- --- r
(I (/ 3 3

Where:

N ~ Axial Thrust

and

The bending moments at the crown, Men and at the springline, Msp, are given by:

Pipe deflection, wall thrust and wall bending moment can be estimated from these

interface pressure components (Ju, (J2 and '2 (Equation 2.8). For harmonic interface

stresscs defined by Equation 2.8, thrusts at the crown, Ncr, and spring-line, N,p, are

given by:

as:
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Th~ ehallg~s ill diamctcr ofth~ pipc ill the v~rtieal and horizontal dircctions, L\.Dv

alld L\.[)11respectively, may thcn bc f'lrI11uiated as:

(2.16)

(2.17)

L\.Dv = 2(W,,-Wd)

L\.DH = 2(Wo+Wd)

Pipes that have been buried at shallow depths will be subjected to the loads imparted

by traffic. If high strength pavements designed for heavy traffic, it can reduce the

pressure transmitted through a wheel to the sub-grade and consequently to the

underlying huried pipe. If roads are intermediate and thin, no general acceptable

theories are availablc so that load distribution can be recognized easily. For such case,

roads should be considered as un-surfaced one in the analysis of buried pipe.

However. during the construction face, buried pipe may experience such load which is

not uncommon nowaday. Traffic must include construction plant since, during

construction, the pipe is most susceptible to damage; protection afforded by backfill

cover height may be incomplete and overlying pavements may yet to be completed.

After construction, pipelines underlying roads, railways or ,airport rumyays will

experience live loading. TraJ1ie imparts a local loading, which has most impact when

the traffic direction is transverse to the longitudinal axis of the pipeline. Pneumatic

tires which transmit axle loads have an almost elliptical footprint on a road surface.

Pavement engineers approximate the footprint to a uniformly loaded, rectangular

patch (Cameron, 2006). Fernando and Carter, (1998) use such type of loading in the

buried pipe analysis.

Pipe's performance under vehicular loading depends on the depth of backfill cover,

properties of both the backfill and the native soil, the geometry of the trench

installation and relative and bending stiffness of the buried pipe. Boussinesq

calculated the distributation of stresses for point load applied on the surface in a semi-

infinite elastic medium without any consideration of pipe. An elastic, homogenous,

isotropic medium was assumed in the process of calculation for distribution of soil

2.2.2 Effects of Whccl Load



(2. J 8)

H

p

31'
(T =
,. 27r!12[1 + (d, / II)' ]'12

surface load

(J", = Pressure transmitted to the soil

P = Concentrated load at surface

15

H = Depth below the ground surface

d,~ Offset distancc of ground point from line of application of

Where:

Figure 2.2 Vertical Stresses in the Soil Mass Due to Concentrated Surface Load

stress. The. vertical strcss in the soil l\1ass (Figurc 2.2) due to a concentrated surface

load was expressed as:

Moser (200 J) interpreted the stress as the pressure felt by the pipe for the

concentrated load, considering the depth, H, as the height of soil cover above the pipe

crown. Boussinesq developed the graph as shown in Figure 2.3 for surface live load as
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Surface live load may act either as an impact or static loading case. For impact.

loading, values of the impact factor F can bc determined from Table 2.1 and the load

co-efficient C from Table 2.2.,

(2.19)
CPF'w-'

.1'(' L

H = I-leigh! offill from top of pipe to ground surface

B, = Diameter of pipe

W" = Load on pipe per unit length

P = Conccntrated Loads

F' = Impact Factor

L = Effective length of Conduit

C, = Loau co-cl'licicnt which is a function of B,. /2H anu L/2H,

Where:

Where:

When surfacc livc load act, it can create either circular or a truncated cone (Moser,

200 I). If thc loaucd surfacc arca is circular, a truncated cone is punchcd through.

Again, if loaded surface area is a rectangle, a truncated pyramid is also punched

through. These cases are shown on Figure 2.4.

a function of burial depth, which was expressed as' a fraction of a surface load

transmitted to buried pipe or culvert. Deviations of Boussinesq curve with the field

measurements are also showed in Figure 2.3. Hall and Newmark (1977) later worked

on Boussincsq solution by integration to obtain load co-efficient. The integration

developcd by Hall is used lor calculating conccntratcd loads (such as truck wbeel

load) and givcn in the following form:



Table 2.1 Impact Factor F' versus Height of cover (Moser, 2001)

Figure 2.3 Distribution of surface live loads versus loads on a plane at depths of

Pipe Crown (After Moser, 2001)
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"
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I

* !njilrmation could not he collected

Installation Surface Condition .

I-Ieight of Highways Railways Runways Taxiways, aprons, hardstands,

Cover run-up pads

a to 1 1.50 1.75 1.00 1.50

1 to 2 1.35 • 1.00 •
2 t03 1.15 • 1.00 •
Over 3 1.00 • 1.00 •
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Figure 2.4 Soil stress models for minimum cover as truncated pyramid and cone

(Moser, 2001)

Table 2.2 Values of load co-cffidcn t C,for concentrated superimposed loads

vertically centered over conduit (Moser, 2001)

BJ21i Ll21i

01 o.~ 11.:1 0,4 OJ, \l.Ii 0.7 O.S o.~ 1.2 1.5 2 5.0

IUOO 0.019 0,037 OO:,:J 0.067 0.079 0.089 0.097 0.103 0.108 0.112 0.117 0.121 0.124 0.128

lJ.03i 0.0;2 OW:l 0.131 0.155 0.174 0.189 0.202 0.211 0.219 0.229 0.238 0.244 0.248

0.05:J O.lO,l 0.149 0.190 0.224 0.252 0.274 0.292 0.306 0.318 0.333 0.345 0.355 0.360

n ..11I1I 11.01;; 11.1:11 Il.lilll 0.2.11 0.28.\ 0.:J20 0 ..14n 0.37:l 0.391 0,40" 0,42:, 110140 0,4:,4 0,460

ll.:~l()tl (1.w; ~) n, I:1:\ n.~~.l II.~,.I O.:J31i (1,:1711 IJ..1H 0,441 0,463 0,481 O,[lO5 O.5t;) 0.540 O.54~
Iq;(lU {J.(\S~I 11.1'.'.1 (1.2;)~ 11,:120 0.37n 11,428 O,4Ii7 0499 0.524 0.544 0.572 U.591; 0.613 0.624
(I. ion II.WI; n.IS!) n.?7.! 1I.:J.ln 04H 11..167 0';'11 0.546 0.584 0 ..s87 0.1i28 OJi[l(l 0.674 0.688
11.0110 0.111:1 1l.~U:! O.~!l:! U:173 0441 0.499 0541i 0.584 0.615 0.639 0.674 U.703 0.725 0.740

1I!l00 0.111' f).~11 'UOG 03[11 0,463 0.524 0.5H 0.615 0.647 0.673 0.711 0.742 0.766 0.784

\.000 0.112 U.219 o.:ns o..m;j 0.481 0.544 059; 0.639 0.6;3 0.701 0;.10 0.;;\ 0.800 0.816

12011 11.11; II,~~!) n,:n:l 0 ..\2', 0.50', 0.572 0.628 0.674 0.711 0.740 0.783 0.820 0.849 0868

15110 0.121 1l.~:\S IUt-, II.HO 0.:;2:; 0.:,9Ii 0li50 0.703 0.;.12 0;;.1 0.820 0.Sli1 0.8:1.1 11.111(;

2.(jOO 0.12.) fI.~.I,; O.:{S:) 11..\54 0540 0.613 0674 0.725 0.766 0800 0.849 0894 0930 0.956



Among these two types, pyramids are more realistic bccause the tire print of dual

wheels is nearly rectangular and can easily form pyramid. However, the pyramid

concept is imperfCet because sharp corners do not form in such a way in reality.

2.2 LIVE LOADS IN DESIGN CODES

It is recognized in pipe design that if the pavements are of high strength and thick, it

can obviously take heavy truck traffic substantially and can reduce the pressure

transmitted through a wheel to the sub-grade. Thus, pressure can be reduced to the

underlying pipe in an easy way. The pressure reduction is so great that generally the

live load can be neglected. Westergaard (1926) showed the effects of loading

conditions, sub-grade support, and boundary conditions on concrete pavements and

developed a method to ealculate the stresses in concrete slabs. After that, Portland

Cement Association, (PCA, 1944), developed a method to determine the vertical

pressure on buried pipe due to wheel loads applied to concrete pavements. But if the

pavement is flexible or intermediate and thin thickness of asphalt, then no such theory

arc avai lablc to calculate the prcssure transmitted from a whed to sub-grade to any

signiJicant degree. Various codes are now available to calculate the live load pressure

at the buried pipe crown. The wheel load in ASCE (1993) is assumed as a uniform

pressure produced at erown level. Dimension for load spread area is provided, which

is about 1.75 times the depth of fill plus foot print dimension. For shallow depth an

impact factor was introduced. In the case of overlapping of two or more areas, the

total load will be distributed over the combined effective area. The design load of

7273 Kg (16 Kip) is used for an overburden height of less than 0.44 m with

corresponding distributed area, ALL.of 0.27 + I. 75H by 0.55+ 1.75H. The distributed

live load area is based on the load due to single dual wheel acting on the ground

surface with a contact area of 0.5 m by 0.25 m. The equivalent design loads and

corresponding distributed live load areas for overburden height ranging between

0.44m and 1.34m and for overburden heights greater than 1.34 m are listed in Table

2.3.

19
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The live load, per unit length of the pipe, W,. can be expressed in terms ofW,., the

total live load subjected to the surcharge in the following way:

The average pressure intensity, CT,., is taken as the soil stress at the elevation of the

crown of the pipe crown by:

(2.21)

(2.20)

20

PO + If)
al_ ==

Au.

Table 2.4 Impact Factor

W,.
W,=-. L,

H(m) If

0-0.3 1.3

0.3-0.6 1.2

0.6.0.9 1.1

>0.9 1.0

Table 2.3 Distributed Live Load AI'ea (ASCE, 1993)

Where:

P = Total applied surface wheel loads

Au. = Distributed Live Load Area

1, = Impact factor, from Tahlc 2.4

H (m) P (Kg) Aw (m) ALL(m)

H <0.44 7,473 0.27+ 1.75H 0.55+1.75H

0.44<11<1.34 13.636 0.27+ 1.75H 1.&6+1.75H

H>I.34 21.818 1.58+ 1.75H 1.86+1.75H



••

(2.22)

L

H

3/400

J;'igure2.5 Effective Supporting Length (after ASCE, 1993)

Where:

(j I. = Average pressure intensity

L = Length of Au. parallel to longitudinal axis of pipe

S,. = Outside horizontal span of pipe or width of Au. transverse to

longitudinal axis of pipe, whichever is less

21

Where:

W,. = Live load per unit length

WI' = Total live load on pipe per unit length

L,. = Effective supporting length of pipe, shown in Figure 2.5.

The total live load. WI" is a function of pressure intensity and effective area (Figure

2.6) where c1Tectivc area depends on the direction of traveling. When direction of

traveling is perpendicular to the axis of pipe, then total live load can be expressed in:



Live load. Area, All

clive Area

10"
(0.25m)

:

\,
"
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I0.83 It.
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l-~-a~
1.67 It.
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16000 lil HS 20 Load
12500 Ill. LRFD Alternate Loacf

20"
(0.5m)

Figure 2.6 Effective Area of the Live Load (After ASCE, 1993)

H

Figure 2.7 AASHTO Wheel Load Surface Contact Area (Foot Print)



In AASHTO design, loads commonly used in the past were HS20 with a 32,000 Ib

axle load in the normal truck conflguration and a 24,000 Ib axle load in the alternate

load configuration. Almost all trucks possess dual wheels as per AASHTO and whee!

j()ot print is assumed to be rectangular as shown in the Figure 2.7. Figure 2.8 shows

AASI-ITO wheel loads and wheel spacing.

AASI-ITO also assumes uniform load spreading as in ASCE. Figure 2.9 shows spread

load area for a single dual wheel. In caSe of overlapping of areaS, the wheel loads arc

assumed to be uniformly distributed over the combined area. Figure 2.10 and Figure

2.11 shows load spread was for the cases with overlapping of areas. However,

AASHTO LRFD assumed two different load spreading rate for granular and other soil

as shown in Table 2.5. Thus the load spreading used in AASHTO LRFD code is

lower than other codes (ASCE, CAN/CSA). Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code

(CAN/CSA) uses the same load spreading rate (1.75 times the length) as in ASCE

(1993).

From Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 it is clear that spread load areas from adjacent

wheels will overlap as the height of earth cover over the top of the pipe increase. For

different backfill type, spread load area is also different. Since the exact geometric

relationship of individual or combinations of surface wheel loads cannot be,I

anticipated, the most critical loading configurations along with the axle loads and

rectangular spread loads area are presented as in Table 2.6 and Table 2.7.
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16000 lb.

12500 lb.

6ft. 14'

LRFD Alternate Load

HS 20 Load
4000 lb. 4000 lb.

16000 lb. 160001b.

1(3000lb. 12500 lb.

HS 20 & LRFD Alternate Loads

01 0
'" It. 14 ft.
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Figure 2.8 AASHTO Wheel Loads and Wheel Spacings

14 ft. 12500 lb. 12500 lb .

.3(~Oft. 00 001
OO----OOJ 010----0101

00----00 00----00

0-
HS 20 Load

4000 lb. 4000 lb.

1 ~:IOOOlb.
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Spr ead Load Area

Distributed LO,ld Area

'~",1heel
LOild Areil;;

Figure 2.9 Spread Load Area-Single Dual Wheel

Figure 2;10 Spread Load Area-Two Single Dual Wheels of Trueks in Passing

Mode



Distributed Load Area

Figure 2.11 Spread Load Area-Two Single Dual Wheels of Two Alternate Loads

in Passing Mode

Table 2.5 AASHTO LRFD Load Spreading Rate

Soil Type Dimensional Increase Factor

Granular Soil 1.15H

Other Soil I.OOH

Table 2.6 LRFD Critical Whcel Loads and Spread Dimensions at the Top of the

Pipe for select Granular Soil Fill

H,ft(m) P, Ibs (Kg) Spread a Spread b

H<2.03 (0.619) 16,000 (7257) a+1.15H b+1.15H

2.03 (0.619) :SH::;2.76(0.841) 32,000 (14,514) a+4+1.15H b+1.15H

2.76 (0.841):SH 50,000(22,678) a+4+1.15H b+4+1.15H
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Table 2.7 LRFD Critical Wheel Loads and Spread Dimensions at the Top of the

Pipe for Other Soil Fill

,

(2.23)1M = 33(1.0 - 0.125H)
100

Where:

II = '-Icight of carth covcr ovcr thc top of thc pipe

900mm diameter pipc and 11.2 mm' /mm was used for 1200 mm diametcr pipe.

Modulus for in situ soil was used as 3500 KPa indicating a sott to medium stiff clay.

Emphasis was given in the development of minimum soil cover to protect the pipes

11'omits installation phase. Full scale load test was performed under two different

loading conditions along with cight pilot construction projects. Locally available

materials wcrc used as the backfill for the pipes used in this cases that were locally

AASIITO LRFD standard applies a dynamic load allowance to account for truck load

being non-static. Thc dynamic load allowancc, 1M, is determined by:

2.4 RESEARCHES WITH LIVE LOAD STUDY

Jayawickrama et al. (1998) performed research taking as large as 1200 mm diameter

flexible pipe with a project to develop minimum pipe cover for heavy construction

wheel load. High density polyethylene pipes of 900 mm, 1050 mm and 1200 mm

diameter were used under a larger axle load like 600 kN to develop design charts.

Pipes mct thc rcquircmcnts for AASIITO M294 Type S and had smooth inner liners

and corrugated outer liners. For both pipes a constant moment of inertia was used i.e.

9000 mm' /mm was used. The cross sectional area of 9.2 mm' /mm was used for

H, ft (m) P, Ibs (Kg) Spread a Spread b

11<2.33 (0.710) 16,000 (7,257) a+I.OOH b+ 1.001-1

2.33 (0.710):S11:S3.17 (0.966) 32,000 (14,514) a+4+1.00H b+I.OOH

3.17(0.966):SH 50,000 (22,678) a+4+1.00H b+4+1.00H



available, Backfill compaction wasachicvcd using impact rammcr. Load was applicd

using hydraulic cylinder. To measure the detlection detlectometer was used, Back

analysis was performed to dctermine the material stiffness parameters and finite

clement tools named CANOE were also used to predict pipe performance. Minimum

trench width of 2.25 m was provided. It was found that when dctlections were

expresscd as a pcrcentagc of the nominal pipe diameter the differences between

results obtained for dilferent pipe diamcters were small. All subsequent analysis was

performed for 1200 mm diameter pipe only. Thus, design charts were developed for

minimum soil cover without considering the effect of repetitive load.

Fernando and Carter (1998) performed numerical study with a wide parametric

variation to develop a non-dimensionalized graph for incorporating the etfects of

surface loads: Parametric study was performed to assess the effects of the various

geometric and material parametcrs on the behavior of buried pipe under vehicular live

loads approximated as a patch of vertical stresses over a square centrally placed area.

Prcdictions of thc maximum circumfcrcntial bcnding momcnts induccd in thc buried

pipe were presented in a non-dimensionalized design charts. This was developed

using ratio between height of cover to pipe diameter as 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 and ratio of

pipe modulus to soil modulus as 100,000, 10,000, and 1,000. A semi-analytical finite

element scheme was uscd based on Fourier transform for three dimensional modeling

of patch load. Thus, the analysis was limited to the solid wall pipes with uniform wall

thickness. However, the thickness of pipe was varied from 0.05 to 10% of the pipe

diameter.

McGrath ct al. (2002) uscd pipe diamctcr of larger than 1200 mm for full-scale live

load tests and worked with different pipe such as Type S PE, Type D PE, steel and

concrctc pipes of diametcr 1500 mm. A burial depth of 300 mm and 600 mm was

used. Live loads were applied as the axle loads of 80 kN and 107 kN for full scale

field tests. Arrangements were made along with LVDTS, strain gages, soil pressure

cells etc. Thermocouples were also used so that temperature effect throughout the

year can be recognized easily along with other factors. Trench was made following

proper guide line and at a distance of 450 mm from springline and 150 mm below

invert. Bedding was compacted using 90% compaction level (Standard Proctor) and

backfill was compacted using 85-90% compaction level. Pavement was also placed

'I
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over the backfill and 200 mm thick flexible pavement was provided. Axle load was

placed at four different locations to see the effect in flexible pipe behavior. Findings

li'OIll this rcscarch indicatcd that corrugated steel pipes were gcnerally less deflected

than the polyvinyl pipe lor same condition. Even deflections were below I% under

live load. It had been showed that the load that acts as static creates more deflection

than the samc load that acts as a dynamic one. No parametric study was performed to

see the pipe behavior with variation of different parameters.

Dhar et al. (2004) investigated small diameter pipes under su~face line load with a

wide variation in burial depth and sectional and geometric properties of pipe.

Differcnt burial dcpth of 600 mm, 900 mm and 1200 mm was used for polyvinyl

chloride pipes of diameter 203 to 790 mm under quasi-live load along with elayey

backfill in context of Bangladcsh. Areas per unit length were used as 13 to 34

mm' Imm with a moment of incrtia of 266 to 7,925 mm' Imm. Full seale load test was

performed with a load of 73.3 kN. Pipes were placed in a trench of 2.4 m X 2.4 m X

2.4 m in such a way that it was equidistant from walls horizontally. Soil bedding

helow the pipe varicd from 350 mm to 1000 mm for 1200 mm burial depth. For 600

mm 'burial depth 960 to 1620 mm soil bedding was used. Load was applied with the

help of a steel plate of width 300 mm and length as same as the trench to simulate

plain-strain condition. A load incrcmcnt ratc of 5 kN/m was providcd in a 1~lsterway

to reprcsent livc load. Scvcn different profiled polyvinyl chloride pipes were used for

this purpose. To measure the load-deformation data, electronic deformation

transducer was used and stored in computer through an ADU-700 data logger. It was

revealed from the study that calculations using a load-spreading rate of 1.15 times the

depth performed better in calculating the live load deflections. Deflections were

underestimated by 30% to 48% for pipes at 600 mm depth and by ,25% to 60% for the

pipes at 1200mm depth when load spreading rate of 1.75 times the depth was used.

Arockiasamy et al. (2006) performed full seale field tests for flexible pipe using 0.5

D, 1.0 D and 2.0 D (0 = nominal pipe diameter) under live load with a minimum

trench width of not less than the greater of either 1.5 times the pipes outer diameter

plus 305 mm or pipe outsidc diameter plus 406 mm. A bedding thickness of 152 mm '

was provided along with 19 mm crushed lime stone overlying the undisturbed natural
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soil. Pipe with diameter of 900 mm, 1200 mm were used along with the variation in

moment of inertia and scetional area of pipe wall. Variation also occurrcd for pipe

wall thiekncss, Poisson's ratio and modulus of elasticity of pipe. Arrangemcnts were

.made far taking rcadings of dcflcction, soil prcssurc and for strain with thc cquipmcnt

of linear variable diffcrential transducers (LVDTS), pressure ccll and strain gauge.

Hoth two dimensional and three dimensional finite clement packages were used for

companson. For two dimensional analyses CANDE-89 was used while for three

dimensional analysis ANSYS was used. From comparison between analytical and

field tcs!, it was scen that Iowa lanllulac givcs more deflection than others and field

test yields least dcflection in thc case of installation only. For live load application,

ANSYS yields good results than others where other tools overestimated the

deflections, In case of soil pressure, finite clement analysis at pipe crown and spring-

line were generally in the same range with that of field test. This research was limited

with the flexible pipe of lower than 1200 mm and effect of bending and hoop stiffness

was not addressed. It was showed that 457 mm burial depth was enough for 900 mm

diameter pipe for live load of 142 kN axle load. Moreover, effect of repeated load on

buried pipe behavior was totally ignored.

2.5 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

Finite element method has been extensively used around the world for soil-structure

interaction analysis lar buried pipes. Analyses were performed using general purpose

linitc element programs and specific purpose tinite element programs for analysi~

soil-structure interaction. Codes that commonly used for soil-pipe interaction analYSIS

are SPlDA, SOILCON, CANDE etc. Following is a discussion of the finite element

program used for pipe-soil interaction analysis.

2.5.1 SPlDA Code

SPlDA is a tinitc c1cment packagc, owned and made available by the American

Concrete Pipe Association. But Heger et al. (1985) developed a Soil-Pipe Interaction

Analysis (SPIDA) program for analyzing buried concrete pipe. The program provides

the stress distribution around pipe, moments and shear forces within pipe-wall, and
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area of required reinforcement having a wide variety of cmbedment soil backfill and

natural soil around and over the pipe. This program has versatile capabilities of

analysis and design of buricd concrete pipe. It uses a predefined finite element mesh

of the soil-pipe system and is capable of incorporating construction sequence during

analysis. But its usc is limited to circular pipe with constant wall thickness. Another

limitations of SPIDA is ic.1calizedassuming a planc strain condition and symmctric

about vcrtical centerline. Predcfined material models based on hyperbolic elasticity

can only be used in SPIDA.

2.5.2 SOILCON Coc.1c

The program SOILCON (SOIL CONduit analysis) models buried conduit installation

behavior as well as the behavior under earth load eliminating some extent the

uncertainty involved in sub-surface exploration by evaluating known conditions of the

site and recommending appropriate methods to continue exploration if required. The

systcm is designed to ineorporatc subsurfaec considerations into contract design,

thcrcby rec.1ueingcontractor contingencies. The output of SOILCON includes a list of

recommended investigation procedures ranked by certainty, display of their

descriptions and cost estimates for the methods. The system uses backward chaining

from knowlcdge base of the rulcs eneodcd in a PROLOG likc syntax. It is a

developmental ES that does not have the capability to handle quantitative information

(Ashley and Wharry, 1985). SOILCON was derived at UMass from NLSS1M which

was dcveloped by Duncan and his colleagues at the University of California,

Bcrkeley. Somc of the modifications arc dcscribed by I-laggag (1989).

In SOlLCON structural stress-strain behavior is assumed to be' bilinear. It can

calculate stresses. strains and displaecmcnts in soil clcmcnts, and intcrnal forces, and

displacements in structural elemcnts where the structure is modeled with straight

beam-column elements. Horizontal and vertical motions, as well as rotation for each

of the structural element nodes, are inhercnt in the model.

SOILCON uses the Young's modulus and Bulk modulus in a hyperbolic formulation

as described by Selig (1990). The soil model used is nonlinear and stress state

dependent.
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Load sleps are used in inerelilenlal eonstruetion modeling that represent placement of

a layer of soil, placement of structure, or application of loads aner the end of

construction. Therefore, each load increment is iterated twice to represent the

nonlinear and stress-dependent stress-strain properties of the sOIl. At the beginning of

the load step, the first uses values of Young's modulus and bulk modulus based on the

stresses. The second uses Young's modulus and bulk modulus based on the average

stresses during the load step. The inercmental stresses, strains, and displacements in

the soil clements, and the incremental internal forces, moments and displacements in

the structural elements during each step are added to the values at the beginning of the

step to get the final values for the current load step and the initial values for the next

load step.

The program reads initial stresses, strains, and displacements of the preexisting soil

clements. Placement of fill on top of the buried pipe is simulated by applying forces to

represent the wcight of the added layer. Preexisting soil may also be represented by

SOILCON. The incremental values at the end of eaeh load step calculated in the

program arc added to the initial values.

2.5.3 CANDE Code

CANOE (Culvert Analysis and Design) was first introduced in 1976 for the structural

analysis and design of buried culverts (Katona et a!., 1976). The code was modified

twice (Katona el a!., 1981; Musser, 1989).

As with SOILCON, CANOE is based on a two-dimensional geometry called plane-

strain. Plane-strain implies that there is no deformation in the longitudinal direction.

and that every cross section deforms in the same manner.

CANDE has two execution modes; analysis and design. Analysis means that a

particular soil-pipe system is completely defined in terms of geometry, material

properties, and loading conditions. The problem is then solved and output consists of

structural responses (displacements, stresses, strains) and soil responses, as well as an

cvaluation of culvert pcrformance in tcrms of safety factors. Design requires the same

input definition except that the culvert wall section properties are not specified.
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CANDE can design and analyze pipe installations for anyone of four pipe types:

corrugated aluminum, corrugated steel, reinforced concrete, and plastic pipe. Only

analysis can be performed on a fifth type, called BASIC, which allows for the

description of non-standard pipe materials or built-up pipe properties.

Three solution levels arc available in CANOE. Level 1 uses the exact elasticity

solution as deseribcd by 13urns and Richard (1964). It is restricted to circular pipes

deeply buried in a homogeneous soil. Levels 2 and 3 usc the finite clement

methodology. In level 2 the finite clement mesh is automatically generated. Level 3

requires data input to define the mesh. This provides the user with a modeling

flexibility in case the predelined meshes of level 2 arc not applicable.

CANOE can model slippage at the soil-structure interface as well as structural joint

slippage. As in SOILCON, incremental construction is modeled using load steps to

represent placement of a structure or placement of a soil layer.

The pipe structure is modeled by a sequence of connected straight beam-column

elements with nonlinear stress-strain behavior. The soil can be modeled using one of

several choices of constitutive models ineluding the hyperbolic. model used in

SOILCON.

2.5.4 Other Finite Element Models for Buried Pipe Analysis

Finite clement packages arc incrcasing day by day simplifying the procedure for

modeling along with solving various limitations update versions arc also available.

Researchers are using several finite element programs for soil-pipe interaction

analysis. Taleb and Moore (1999), Wong et al. (2002) and Dhar and Moor (2004)

used a general purpose finite element program AFENA (A Finite Element Numerical

Algorithm) for analysis buried pipe structures. Noor and Dhar,(2003) used another

general purpose finite element program ANSYS for live load analysis of buried pipe.

Other FE programs used for analysis of buried pipe-soil interaction inelude DIANA,

ADlNA, ABAQUS etc. ABAQUS has been used in this research for analysis of

buried pipc under live load.
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CHAPTER 3

I

DEVELOPMENT OF FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

3..1 .INTRODUCTION

Computcr modeling is a powcrful technique that can effectivcly be used soil-structure

intcraction analysis. Finitc elcment analysis has becn used extcnsively in order to

undcrstand the mcchanics of complex problcms under various loading conditions.

Various finite element programs were developed over several decades for these

analyscs. Sonie of these finite clement packages are gencral purpose software, which

are suitable for analysis of any system, while other programs were developed for

specific purposc, suitablc for analysis of a specific system. Specific purpose

software's, are developed to gcnerate the model addressing the issues specific to the

type of problcm analyzed easily. The general purpose software, on the other hand,

rcquircs spccial attcntion so that finite elemcnt model can represent the problem in a

realistic way. Howevcr. thcrc is ncxibility for thc idcalization o(the model according

to user's need. Use of a general purposc program for an analysis is limited to the

availability of material models, facilities to the mesh generations, solution techniques,

post-proccssing fcaturcs elc. ABAQUS is a versatile general purpose finite element

program that has flcxibility of using a wide variety of material models. Mesh

gencration in ABAQUS require special attention since the user rcquirc to define node

numbcrs, elcment numbcrs and elcmcnt connectivity. However, a facility to gcncrate

the node numbers, element numbers and the element connectivity according to user's

requiremcnt is available. The "Frontal Technique" used in ABAQUS in the solution

has provided the freedom to choose any number for the nodes and the elements,

without any considcration to "band width". A consideration of thc "band width" is

rcquircd in somc-othcr lInitc elcmcnt programs to minimize the computational time.

Many specific finite element packages like CANDE (Culvert Analysis and Design),

SPIDA (Soil-pipc Intcraction Design and Analysis), and PIPE etc wcre developed for
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soil-pipe interaction analysis of buried pipe. Many research works on buried pipe-soil

system are performed using general purpose and specific purpose finite element

packages. Arockiasamy et al. (2006) showed that general purpose software yields

very good results if simulation can be performed effectively. ABAQUS has been

proven to he rebtivdy easy to usc due to detailed documentations and vastness of its

capabilities. Therefore, ABAQUS is used in this research for analysis of buried

flexible pipe under live load. The version of ABAQUS that has been used for this

research is ABAQUS 6.4.

3.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND IDEALIZATION

Significant research concerning the soil-structure interaction phenomena has been

performed in recent years to develop a better understanding of the performance of the

complex soil-pipe system. A large portion of the analytical works focused on the soil-

pipe interaction under earth load. The soil stiffness of the backfill and native soil and

the pipe stiffness were used as the analysis parameters. Two-dimensional plain-strain

analysis was generally sufficient to analyze the pipe behavior under the earth load.

However, the surface live loads from vehielc traffic (wheel load) over the pipe make

the problem as three dimensional. The wheel loads are idealized as a concentrated

load in various design code (i.e. AASHTO 1996), while idealization as a distributed

load over the area of tire foot-print is also used (AASHTO, I998). Analysis is also

conducted considering the wheel load as a patch load (Fernando and Carter, 1998).

However, because of the finite dimension of the patch load or concentrated load, the

wheel loads induce a three-dimensional stress pattern around the pipe. Boussinesq's

(1885) developed solution for three-dimensional ground stress in a homogeneous,

isotropic and elastic ground under concentrated load and distributed loads. However,

the presence of pipe with different stiffness limits the applicability of the

Boussinesq's solution for calculation of the soil-stresses around the pipe. The stiffness

of pipe material cause redistribution the soil-stresses which max also be affected by
!

soil cover. As a general understanding, a stiffer pipe will be attract load from the

surrounding soil, resulting in a greater stress on top of the pipe than those expected

ti'om Boussinesq's solution. The phenomenon is called "Negative arching". Positive,

arching, on the other hand, may develop if a flexible pipe is present, which may result
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In less stress over the pipe than those expected from Boussinesq's solution.

Differences in stiffncss of the backfill and native soil make the problem more

complex, where stress shearing also occurs between the backfill and native soil.

Dimension of the problems such as pipe size, soil cover, backfill width and native soil

may influence the load shearing between different components.

A three-dimensional finite clement analysis could be used to analyze the problem of

pipe-soil interaction undcr surfacc vehicular load. Howevcr, a three-dimensional finite

clement analysis is extremely time consuming and requires a lot of computer memory,

particularly when a large soil mass with non-linear stress field is discretized. Besides,

visualization of three-dimensional analysis and error detections are not straight-

forward. Two-dimensional analyses of the problems are generally preferred in finite

element analysis. Researchers have analyzed the problems with buried pipes and

culverts using two-dimensional idealization of three dimensional loads (Moore and

Braclunan, 1994; Fernando and Carter, 1998; Moore and Taleb, 1999; Jayawiekrama

et aI., 2(02). In some of the analyscs, a Fourier integral transform technique was used

to represent the threc dimensional load while the analysis is performed over a

longitudinal section. In other analyses, the Boussinesq solution for a vertical load at

the surface of an clastic half-space were used to convert the three-dimensional loading

to an equivalent two-dimensional load, which can then be examined usi~g

conventional two-dimensional finite clement analysis (Moore and Taleb,1999;

Jayawiekrama et al.,2002).

The technique with conversion of the three-dimensional load into. equivalent two-

dimensional load has been used in this research for investigation of the pipe-soil

system under surface concentrated load, Figure 3.1 shows a buried pipe-soil system

under the concentrated load, which was idealized by an equivalent line load as shown

in Figure 3.2.

Concentrated load can be converted to equivalent line load usmg the formula

(Jayawickrama et aI., 2002)

(~) = rU~tee""",, (3.1)
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Figure 3.1 Buried Pipe-Soil System under Surface Concentrated Load

(P I Ii) = Load per unit length,

Concentrated Load

Where:

(PI IJL) = Load pcr contact area uscd in thc full-scale testing,

r = Reduction factor.

Jayawickrama ct al. (2002) uscd thc rcduction factor as 0.5335 for whccl load based

on Boussincsq's solution. Dhar et al. (2004) also used thc samc rcduction factor

successfully for analysis for flexible pipe under surface load. A similar factor was

used I"r ideali/.ation 01' concentrated load as the line load in this study. The problcm

was thus reduced to a two-dimcnsional plane-strain problem. Analysis of a cross-

section as shown in Figure 3.3 would thus provide information of buried pipe under

the surfacc load. A paramctric study was carried out to asscss the effects of the

various gcometrie and material parameters on the behavior of pipes under surface

load.
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For flexible pipes, stress distribut;,)n under live ~ad depends on the type of pipe

material, diameter of pipe and pipe wall geometry. As discussed earlier, positive

arching develop, for flexible pipe, redistributing the stress toward the soils, while the

stresses arc attracted toward the pipe for stiffer pipe. Analysis with variation of the

pipe Illakrial prnperlics wall crnss-scclion would bc required to capture the arching

mcehanism I'lr the pipes.

Native soil an~ backfill soil, on the other hand, have different property. Backfill soil

modulus can vary depending upon the degree of compaction dudng placement. Native

soil represents field condition which may be simulated by unique values of soil

parameters for a particular case. A study with variation of backfill and native soil

properties would be used to understand the effect of the differences in the soil

conditions.

Flexible buried pipe have been developed with various wall geometries to obtain

higher sectional modulus with minimum utilization of pipe material (Dhar, 2002).

Modeling of these non-uniform walls poses another challenge in the finite element

analysis. Ohar and Moore (2006) used explicit modeling of the profile to perform

axisymmetric analysis. Three-dimensional explicit modeling of the pipe wall was also

performed by McGrath et al. (2002). However, Ohar et al. (2004) revealed that

idealization of the wall of the profile pipe as beam element with the sectional area and

the moment of inertia expressed per length of the pipe can successfully be used to

model the global pipe response. Pipe was idealized as a beam element in the present

research.

Soil plasticity is also an important parameter that may govern the pipe-soil

interaction. However, Ohar et al. (2004) revealed that the effect of soil plasticity on

the pipe response is sometime insignificant depending upon the type of loading. A

concentrated surface load is expected to cause soil plasticity in the vicinity of the load

only, which may diminish at a distances away from the load. Besides the two-

dimensional idealization of the three-dimension load required applicability of

Boussinesq's Solution which is valid under linear elastic condition. The analysis in,

the present study was therefore limited to linear elastic analysis.
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3.3 ASPECTS OF A8AQUS

AnAQUS is a highly sophisticated. general purpose finite clement program, designed

prima,.i Iy to model the behavior of solids and structures under externally applied

loading. AI3AQUS includes the following features:

., Capabilities for both static and dynamic problems

., The ability to model very large shape changes in solids, in both two and three

dimensions
'" A very extensive element library, including a full set of continuum elements,

bC~lIn clements, shell and plate clements, among others.

;;- A sophisticated capability to model contact between solids

., An advanced material library, including the usual elastic and elastic-plastic

solids; models for foams, concrete, soils, piezoelectric materials, and many

others .
., Capabilities to model a number of phenomena of interest, including vibrations,

coupled fluid/structure interactions, acoustics, buckling problems, and so on.

The main strength of AI3AQUS, however, is that it is based on a very sound

theoretical framework. While no computer program can ever be guaranteed free of

bugs, ABAQUS is among the more trustworthy codes. For this reason, ABAQUS is

used by a wide range of ii1dustries, including aircraft manufacturers, automobile.

companies, oil companies and microelectronics industries, as well as national

laboratories and research universities.

The ABAQUS finite element system mainly includes:

• ABAQUS/Standard, a general-purpose tinite element program;

• ABAQUS/Explicit, an cxplicit dynamics finite clement program;

• ABAQUS/CAE, an interactive environment used to create finite element

models, submit ABAQUS analyses, monitor and diagnose jobs, and evaluate

results; and
• AI3AQUSlViewer. a subset of ABAQUS/CAE that contains only the post

processing capabilities of the Visualization module.
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ABAQUS/Standard has been used here for analysis of the problem, while

I\HI\QUS/CI\I: has been used for visualizations of results. I\BI\QUS FEA takes

advantage of the latest high performanee parallel computing environments, allowing

ineluding details in models previously cxeluded due to computing limitations. This

allows minimizing assumptions while reducing turn around time for high-fidelity

results.

3.4 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FORMULATION

Finite element model has proven its superiority by analyzing the complex structures,

particularly when analysis of the structure by classical theory is difficult.' In finite
I

element analysis, the whole body is divided into a number of clements. Number of,
element to be used in deseritization depends on the type of problem investigated.

,

More element with finer mesh would be required if the non-linear stress field is

expected. Special attention is thus required in analyzing the complex zones of a

problem. Finite element method works in three steps. First is known as preprocess or

modeling of structure, then analysis is performed and finally results are post

processed. The structure of interest is subdivided into discrete shapes called elements.

Most common element types are one dimensional beams, two dimensional plain stress

or plain strain clements and three-dimensional bricks or tetrahedrons. The clements

are connected at node points where continuity of displacements fields is enforced.

Finite e1cment analysis was perrormed in this research in order to investigate the

behavior of flexible buried pipes based on two-dimensional idealization. Generation

of finite element mesh for buried pipe with backfill and native soil was the first

challenge of the modeling. At first, Co-ordinate of center of the buried circle was

chosen as a (0, 0). For the research conveniencc, node number for center of the circle

was selccted as 110. Then, the first node on the pipe along the positive x-axis on the

horizontal line was chosen as 119 with co-ordinate (750, 0), for a pipe with radius of

750 mm. I\n increment or 100 in node number was provided along the perimeter of

the pipe for automatic generation of nodes. As discussed earlier, the use of gap in

node number will not affect the computational speed since a frontal technique is used

in A13AQUS solution algorithm. But problem was arisen when circle ends since ons.
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node can not posses 2-node number for the case of last node for a circular pipe.

Therefore, the increment of node number along the pipe perimeter was stopped before

reaching the first node to the node number 7219 (as shown in Figure 3.4). Table 3.1

shows thc control nodcs and thcir co-ordinatcs. Node number incremcnt along radial

distancc from pipc pcrimctcr was takcn leone) for the automatic node gcneration

within thc soil zonc around thc pipe. Commands *NGEN and *NFILL were used in

ABAQUS in automatic node gcneration. After the node generation, finite elements

were generated that define element numbers, connectivity and element types. For the

modeling of soil, element numbers were chosen to be 100 less than the number for

first node for this elemcnt for automatic gcneration of elements. Thus, elcmcnt

numbers were increased by 100 along thc pipe pcrimeters and by 1(one) toward a

radial linc from thc pipe. Command *ELEMENT and *ELGEN werc used 'in

ABAQUS for automatic clemcnt generation. Appendix A shows the sample data file

used for the analysis. However, a problem was arisen in automatic element generation

between last node and first node on pipe perimeter. Element is generated in that

region manually. Total model was separatcd in diffcrcnt rcgion. First zonc was

backfill soil and last one was native soil. Figurc 3.4 shows the finite element mesh

developed for finite elcment analysis of the pipe-soil system. Two-dimensional 4-

nodcd planc strain e1cmcnt (CPE4 in. ABAQUS) was used to represent the

surrounding soil and beam-column clement (B21 in ABAQUS) was used to represent

the buried pipe wall. It was to bc nodded than element B2l is a plane stress element.

However, modulus of elasticity and Poison's ratio was adjusted for plain strain

represcntation of the plane stress element (Ohar and Moor, 2007). Cross sectional area

(A) and moment of inertia (I) of pipe wall expressed per unit length of the pipe was

used for the beam-column element for representation of profile wall pipes. Element

number for beam-column elcment was started from 10001. A total of 72 elements

were used to cover thc pipe circumference.

A non-linear stress field was expccted around a region eloscr to the pipc under bothn
geostatic and surface loading. A finer mesh was therefore used in the pipe vicinity to

provide more accurate results. The mesh was less dense away' from the pipe.

Boundary of the mesh was placed far enough to avoid the influence of the surface live

load. A concentrated surface live load is not cxpected to affect a large arca. However,

the boundary was placed approximately at distance of more than 2-times the diameter.
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Figure 3.4 Different Soil Zones in Finite Element Mesh

/\ study was eonduded to investigate effect of boundary on the pipe response to

identify the distance of boundary from the pipe, required to minimize the boundary

elTect. Figure 3.5 shows the crown moment with the distance of boundaries from t~e

pipe. Distances on the sides and below the pipe were varied. It is revealed that pipe

crown moment reduces as the distance or boundary from pipe increases. However, the

moment stabilized beyond a distance of 4200 mm from the center of the pipe. Thus,

the boundary effects can be assumed as negligible if placed beyond this distance.

Boundarics werc thereforc placed at a distance of 4200 mm from the center of the

pipe for the finite element analysis of the buried pipes under live load.

Smooth rigid hOllnd:lry W:lSchosen ,ilong the vertical line on the lell and right or the

mesh while hinge was used at the bollom of the mesh. Interface between the pipe and

the soil assumed to be bonded.



Figure 3.5 Effects of Boundary Position on Crown Moment

Table 3.1 Co-ordinates of Control Nodes
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3.5 MATERIALS USED IN FE ANALVSIS

Plain strain idealization of the three-dimensional problem using Boussinesq's theory

requires linear elastic analysis. Thus, linear elastic material parameters were used for

modeling of the pipe and surrounding soil. Soil parameters (Modulus of elasticity,

Poisson's ratio) depend on the type of soil and the degree of compaction. Granular

material (sand or gravel) is generally recommended as the backfill material for pipe.

Assuming well-graded or poorly graded sand as the backfill material modulus of

dasticity may vary from 5 MPa at the loosest condition to 20 MPa at the densest

condition for typical installation according to McGrath (1998). The range of soil

modulus (10 Mpa - 15 Mpa) was used in this investigation. Poisson's ratio of the soil

was used to be 0.2-0.3. Modulus of elasticity of the pipe material was varied from 200

Ml'a (long term modulus of High Density Polyethylene Pipe) to 210000 MPa

(modulus for steel) for investigation of the pipe stiffness on the live load distribution.

Unit weight of the soil and pipe material was assumed as zero to demonstrate the

cllects of surface load only.

3.6 VERIFICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

Evaluation of the finite element model is required in order to verify if the idealization

has reasonably represented the re~1 problem. Evaluation can be performed using

available dose-form solution or full-scale test measurements. Test result from

available literature was used for evaluation of finite element model in this study.

McGrath et a!. (2001) conducted full-scale pipe tests to improve understanding of the
i

behaviour of large diameter Dexible pipe under low fill heights. Field test was

conducted maintaining a two lane test road transversely done by test vehec1es, a truck

with a maximum axle load of 107 kN (24,000 Ib) traveling in one lane and a truck

with 80 kN (18,000 Ib) maximum axle load traveling in the other. Test results of

McGrath et a!. (200 I) were used lor evaluation of the finite element mesh developed

in this research. This finite element analysis was then extended to investigate the live

load affect on the pipe.
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Fi~ur" ].5 shows 011 or the tesl sctup used by McGratb ct al. (2001). Pipe profilc of

the pipe wall used ill thus tcst is sbown in Figurc 3.6. Scctional paramctcrs such as

area (A) and moment of inertia (I) of similar profile expressed per unit length of the

pipe is available in Dhar (2002). This pipe was 1500 mm diameter high density

polyethylene pipe buried at a depth of 600 mm (2 ft). The pipe was installed in a

trench of 2400 mm width. This allowed a 450 mm clear space between the pipe

spring-line and trench wall. The trench was backfilled using AASHTO type A2 soil

compacted to a dCllsity of R5-95%, of standard proctor density. The surrounding soil

was the native soil, which was very stiff clay. Figure 3.5 shows concentrated axle load

of 80 kN directly above the crown of the pipe. V~rtical deflection of the pipe under

this loading condition was measured to be 0.02%. Pipe deflection was measured using

deflectoll1eter under the vehicle axle loads. For modeling of the three-dimensional

field test, two-dimensional plain strain idealization was used as discussed in section

3.2. The test load was multiplied by a reduction factor to obtain the equivalent plain

strain load. An 80 kN axle load was thus corresponding to a line load of 8.3 kN/m:

Load was applied in one step only. However, ABAQUS will generate automatically it

as thirty increments.

Material parameters for the surrounding soil were chosen based on the typical values

for the type of soil used in the test. The native soil was stiff clay, for which the

modulus of elasticity was used as 10 MPa and Poison's ratio was used as 0.25. For the

backfill soil, which was a granular soil (AASHTO Type A2),' elastic modulus was

estimated li'om Sclig (1990) for the level of compaction and the initial stress

condition. Elastic modulus for HDPE pipes material was chosen as the short time,

modulus i.e.760 MPa (Arockiasamy et aI., 2006).
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Figure 3.8 Pipe Deflections under Concentrated Load

Figure 3.7 shows the deflected shape of the pipe under the concentrated load at the

ground surface above the pipe crown as obtained from the analysis. Unit weight of the

soil and the pipe material was ncglccted during the analysis to obtain the effect of the

surface livc load only. Figure 3.7 shows the pipe deflection is highest at crown, as .

expected under concentrated load. Pipe vertical deflection from the analysis was

obtained to be 0.018% which was almost same as that measured during the test

(i.e.0.02%). Table 3.2 compares the field quantities with finite element model. The

linite element model reasonably simulating the field tests conditions. To evaluate the

ealculation of the finite element analysis further, vertical stress on a horizontal line at

a level of 75 mm above the crown was investigated. The investigation was performed

using a variation of thc pipe modulus. Analysis was performed with the pipe modulus

ofE=210000 MPa (a modulus of elasticity for steel) and E=760 MPa. Vertical stress

at the same level was also calculated using'the Boussineq solution that neglects the

presence of the pipe.
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Table 3.2 Comparison of Field Quantities with FE Model

Parameter Field FE Model

Pipe Corrugated HDPE AI'= 20mmL

II' = 15700 mm4

Backfill Soil AASHTO Type A2 Es-IOMPa

Us = 0.25

Native Soil Very Stiff Clay Es = 10 MPa

Us= 0.25

Deflection 0.02 % 0.018 %
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Figur~ 1.X shows the eoml,arisoll of vertical stresscs calculatcd. Thc comparison

shows that !,1nite element calculatc a greater stress over pipe crown then the

Boussineq's solution for Ep=210000 MPa as expected. Steel pipe with greater

stiffness may attract load from thc soil toward the pipe due to negative arching. On

thc othcr hand, finite clcmcnt analysis, with HOPE pipe modulus shows lcss stress

over the pipe crown and greater stress to the surrounding soil. For the HOPE pipe

with low pipe modulus, positive arching has redistributed the soil stress away to the

pipc. Thus, thc calculated stresses were found to be less than those obtained from

Boussinesq's solution, which neglect the presence of the pipe. The result obtained

from finite clement was therefore consistent with expected pipe-soil interaction

behavior. The model was used for further study of pipe-soil interaction under live

load.
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CHAPTER 4

.INVESTIGATION OF PIPES UNDER LIVE LOAD

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Dcvelopmcnt of !initc e1cmcnt model using ABAQUS, for analysis of buried flexible

pipe was discussed in Chapter 3. The model has been evaluated using full-scale test

results and the known behavior of soil-pipe interaction. The evaluation revealed that

stiffncss of the pipe matcrial signiticantly governs the stress field around the pipe

undcr surface load. Other parameters such as pipe wall geometry, depth of soil cover,

stiffness of the backfill and in-situ soil may also effect the stress development around

the pipe. Understanding the effects of these parameters on the stress development

would bc required in order to incorporate the effects of live load in the design of the

pipes. For pipes with uniform wall, thickness of the pipe could be used as the

parameter to define wall geometry. However, flexible pipes with different wall

gcomctries wcrc dcvclopcdovcr thc last scveral decades to obtain higher moment of

incrtia of pipe wall section with minimum utilization of material. Non-uniform walls

are modeled through expressing the area and moment of inertia of wall section as per

unit length of the pipe. Pipe materials also appeared to vary from different

thermoplastic pipcs (High-Dcnsity Polyethylene, Poly-venylchloride) to steel pipes.

Properties of thermoplastic pipes on the other hand vary from its short term modulus

to long term modulus. However, considering the surface live load of short duration,

the short term modulus may govern the behavior ofthe pipe under live load.

In this chapter, a parametric study is undertaken so that the behavior of the buried

flexible pipe can be understood under different pipe and soil conditions. Different

parameters (moment of inertia, sectional area of pipe wall, modulus of pipe material

etc.) affect the pipe bchavior in different ways. Analyses with variations of different

parameters are used to investigate the pipe deformation, internal forces (axial force

and bcnding momcnt) and soil stresscs under those conditions.
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Taking the model discussed in Chapter 3, as the reference' model, which was

compared with test data, parametric study was performed so that the variation can be

better understood. Thus, first parametric study was performed with variations of

pipe's sectional parameters and modulus of elasticity of pipe material to investigate

the clTect or pipe parameters. Another parametric study was carried out with change

of burial depth of the pipes. Four different burial depths i.e. 300 mm, 600 mm, 1500

mm and 3000 mm were considered to explore the effect. A finite element mesh shown

earlier in Figure 3.4 in Chapter 3 has been used in the parametric study for a line load

of 8.3 kN/mm.

4.2 EFFECT OF SECTIONAL AREA OF PIPE WALL

Pipe was modeled using the command 'BEAM GENERAL SECTION in ABAQUS

which indicates a linear or non linear beam section with no requirement of numerical

integration over the section. All sectional properties must be user defined as per this

command, At lirst, pipe sectional area was varied in the analysis keeping other

parameters constant. As discussed earlier, sectional properties, expressed per unit

length were used in lieu of thickness of pipe to bring the affect of non uniform wall

section. Since high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe was used initially to compare

with the field data, its parameters were used at first in the model. A modulus of
I .

elasticity of pipe was used as 760MPa (Arockiasamy et aI., 2006) for the pipe material

and the moment of inertia of pipe wall was 15700 mm' /mm. Since moment of inertia

is directly related to the area of pipe, area of pipe may not be varied independently in,

reality. However, the area was varied independently i.e. Ap =20 mm
2
/mm,

30 mm' /mm and 60 mm' /mm for parametric study keeping other parameters as

constant.

Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters considered for this study. Two burial depths to

correspond the behavior of shallow and deep burial condition were considered.

Section 4.6 discuses further about the effects of depths. To reveal the parametric

effects vertical stress above the pipe crown, vertical stress distribution along a

horizontal line 75mm above the pipe crown was considered. Figure 4.1 depicts the

vertical stress distribution along the line above the crown starting from crown to the
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Table 4.1 Parameter' Considered for the Effects of Section Area

Parameter Value

Pipe Diameter 1500 mm

Burial Depth 300mm, 600mm

Pipe Material Modulus Ep = 200 MPa,IOOOMPa,IOOOOMPa, 210000MPa

Soi I Paramctcrs Es = 10 MPa, Us =0.25

Moment of Inertia of Wall 11'=300mm4/mm ,7000 mm4/mm,15700 mm4/mm

Area of Wall AI'=20 mmL/mm,30 mnl/mm,60 mmL/mm

top point of backfill soil for 300 mm of buried depth of the pipe. From graph, it is

clear that as the vertical distance increase from crown, vertical stress is also increases

and is consistcnt with classical theory. Howcver, the variation of vertical stress with

cross-sectional area is not significant. For all three areas (i.e. Ap = 20 mm2 /mm,

30 mm2 /mm and 60 mm' /mm) vertical stress is almost same for all points. Figure 4.2

represents the vertical stress distribution for the 600mm buried depth of pipe. It is

noticeable that for various cross-sectional area of pipe wall, variation in vertical stress

distribution is again insignificant. Almost all curves overlap with one another.

Variations in vertical stress distribution do not occur even with the variation of buried

depth. According to the classical theory, if the buried depth increases, soil stress will

be decreased at crown levcl. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 also represents this. However,

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 do not give a clear picture about the increase in soil vertical

stress above pipe crown for two different burial depths. This variation of vertical

stress can bc bcttcr undcrstood ifthc vcrtical stresscs can bc plot on thc samc diagram.

Figurc 4.3 plots variation of thc vcrtieal strcss at crown with the cross sectional area

of the pipe for two different burial depths. Vertical stresses were taken for a particular

point which was 75 mm abovc crown. In this diagram, percentage of vertical stress is

plotted against the scctional area of pipe. The percentage iwas expressed with

reference to the highest calculated vertical stress for the cases cqnsidered. The highest

vertical stress occurs for lower buried depth of pipe with the higher cross-sectional

area of pipe wall. This graph clearly depicts how the variations in vertical stress occur

with the variation of buricd depth. It reveals that vertical stress is greater for the pipe

at 300 mm buried depth compared to the pipe at 600 mm depth, as expected. The
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stresses for 600 mm deep pipe are about one fourth of those for 300 mm deep pipe.

The ligure also reveals Ihat eross-scelional arca of thc pipc wall docs nol inlluenee

signi iicanlly the stress abovc pipe crown.

As the vertical stress reaching to the pipe IS greater for shallow buried pIpe,

deflections of the pipes are also expected to be greater. However, this increment may

not occur proportionately with vertical stress. A higher sectional area of pipe wall, on

the other hand. will cause less deflection under the same stress. Graphs for maximum

pipc t!ciimnation with scelional arca of pipc wall arc plottcd for diffcrent buried depth

in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 shows similarity with the previous one as plotted for vertical

strcss analysis. A close look at the graph indicates that for less burial depth deflection

is almost twice. Pipe deflection in Figure 4.4 was expressed as percentage of the

original pipe diametcr. Vertical deflection of the pipe is the maximum under the

vertical surface load. Figure 4.4 shows deflection of the pipe decreases with the

increase of cross sectional area of pipe wall, as expected.



Figure 4.2 Vertical Stress along Vertical Line above Crown for
600 mm Pipe Burial Depth with Various Areas of Cross Section
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Figure 4.4 Maximum Pipe Deflection with Cross Sectional
Area for Different Depths
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Bending moments on the pipe wall are also not affected by the area of pipe wall

section for the thermoplastic pipe with Ep = 760 MPa. Figure 4.6 is a polar diagram

which indicates the variation of bending moment around the pipe buried at a depth of

300 mm. The maximum positive moment occurs at the crown of the pipe where

maximum negative moment occurs at around 50-degree from the pipe springline.

Positive bending moment indicates outward concave deflection and negative moment

indicate outward convex deflection of the pipe wall as sh()wn in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7

,
difficult in Cartesian co-ordinate system. Thus, polar co-ordinate system was used

here to see such variations. Figure 4.5 is a polar diagram representing the variation of

thrust (axial force) around the pipe. This graph is plotted for buried depth of 300 mm

with a variation in sectional area of pipe. The figure shows that variation of thrust for

different sectional area of pipe is not significant. Almost all points indicate the same

value for thrust with the variation of sectional area of pipe. It is also clear from the

graph that maximum thrust occurs at around 30-degree to 50-degree from the

springline for the concentrated surface load. Negative value indicates compressive

force of the thrust.

Effects of the surface load on the internal forces of the pipe walls (i.e. axial force and

bending moment) under various pipe sectional areas arc shown in Figure 4.5 through

Figure 4.8. To sec the variation of axial force and moment around the pipe was quite
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Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 depicts the wall thrust and bending moment for the pipe at a

buried depth of 600 mm, which also demonstrate no effect of cross sectional area.

llowever, the maximum thrust and the maximum bending moment is greater for

shallow buried pipe (300 nun). The maximum thrust for the pipe with 300 mm and

600 mm buried depths are 5.29 N/mm and 3.79 N/mm, respectively. The moments. for

the corresponding pipes are 226.1 N-mm/mm and 76.31 N-mm/mm, respectively.

Wit:1 the increment of buried depth, moment is reduced significantly while the

decrease of the thrust is less significant. For a particular point like crown, moment is

reduced by about seventy percent when buried depth is doubled.

shows that outward concave det1ection at the crown and outward convex det1ection at
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Figure 4.7 Deflected Shape of Pipe under Concentrated Surface Load
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Figure 4.8 Variation of Thrust around the Pipe with Sectional Area for 600 mm

Buried Depth of Pipe
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4.3 EFFECT OF MOMENT OF INERTIA OF PIPE WALL
';'.

The moment of inertia is a geometrical property and depends on a reference axis.

Moment of Inertia of a pipe's cross-sectional area measures the ability of pipe wall to

resist bending. Larger the moment of inertia, less a beam will bend. For flexible pipe,

moment of inertia is increased as to make the pipe more economical and stiffer

through providing different wall prof1les or corrugations. However, corrugation that

occurs in the pipe's perimeter varies from manufactures to manufacturers. For

different types of corrugation, moment of inertia is also different. Therefore,

parametric study with vmiation of moment of inertia is conducted to identify the

effects of this parameter. This parametric study may also help to identify the most

efficient and economical sectional properties for pipe. A modulus of elasticity of pipe

material was taken as 760MPa. which is short term modulus of HOPE. HOPE pipe

with various wall profiles has been developed for buried pipe application. Cro'ss

sectional area of pipe wall was used as 20 mm' for this parametric study. Three

moments of inertia of pipe i.e. II' =300 111m' /mm, 7000 mm' /mm and 15700111111'/mm

were considered for the parametric study. Similar moment of inertia for HDPE pipe

was reported in Dhar (2002). To see the parametric effects, vertical stress distribution

above the pipe crown. vertical stress distribution along the line which was 75mfu

above the pipe crown was considered first. Deflection of the pipe was then

investigated. Figure 4. I0 plots vertical stress along a vertical line above crown. Figure

4.10 shows that for all moment of inertia, graph is same up to 950mm level above

crown. Then, the curves arc diverged. For low moment of Inertia, vertical stress is

less. But for high moment of inertia vertical stress is greater. Since high moment of

inertia indiCates high bending stiffness, the pipe can sustain a greater stress. On the

other hand, pipe with less moment of inertia takes less stress due to arching effect.

Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 shows the vertical stress distribution along the crown at

different buried depths with different moment of inertias. Comparison between the

graphs indicates that vertical stress is greater for buried depth of 300 mm than 600

mm for any particular point. Figure 4.11 also shows that divergence of curves occurs

at level 950mm. But in compare to the Figure 4.10 degree of divergence is less;

indicating less effects for the deeper pipe.

60
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Figure 4.10 Vertical Stress along Vertical Line above Crown for
300 mm Pipe Burial Depth with Various Moment oflnertias
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Obviously. I,,,. any point above the pipe. vertical stress for 300 111111 buried depth will

he greater than the 600 mm buried depth due to closeness to the load. Vertical soil

stress right above the crown (75 mm) is plotted with the moment of inertia of pipe

wall for two burial depths of pipe in Figure 4.12. The vertical stress in percentage

.with reference to the maximum stress is plotted in the figure as before. Figure 4,12

shows large difference in the vertical stress distribution for different burial depths.

The vertical stress above crown appeared to increase with the increase of moment of

inertia in both cases. However. the pipe deflection appeared to decrease with the

increase of the moment of inertia as shown in Figure 4.13. The deflection appears to .

be related linearly with the moment of inertia of the pipe wall for the deeper pipe,

while the pipe deflection is non-linear for the pipe with shallow burial depth.
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Figure 4.12 Variation of Vertical Stress at 7Smmabovc the
Crown for Different Section Modulus of Pipe
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Figure 4.14 shows variation of thrust along the perimeter of pipe for different moment

of inertia in polar coordinate system for a burial depth of 300 mm. For different

moment of inertia variation in thrust is not significant. This indicatcs that wall thrust

is independent on thc sectional paramcters (area and moment of inertia of cross-

section) of the pipe wall.

Figure 4.15 shows a polar co-ordinate plot of the variation of moment along the

perimeter of pipe for different moment of inertia of the wall. The figure shows that the

wall bending moment is significantly affected by the moment of inertia of the pipe

section. Thc higher the moment of inertia, the greater the bending moment at pipe

crown. However, bending deflection is less for the pipe with higher moment of inertia

of wall section, as discussed with reference to Figure 4.13. The effects of pipe burial

depths on the thrust and bending moment for variation of the wall moment of inertia

arc revealed hom Figure 4.16 and 4.17. The figures plot thrust and moment for the

pipe with 600 mm burial depths. It is also demonstrated that the wall thrust is not

affected by the moment of inertia of the cross-sectional area, while the bending

moment is significantly affected. However, the magnitude of the bending moment is

much less for the deeper pipe (Figure 4.17) than those for shallow buried pipe (Figure
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4.15). Table 4.2 shows the maximum bending moments for the two burial depths for

various moment of inertias. Table indicates that at shoulder moment is negative for all

cases but at crown moment is always positive. The moment is negative at springline

and it becomes positive when it reaches to the crown.

Tahle 4.2 Maximum Bending Momcnts for Variation of Ip

Burial Dcpths Momcnts of Incrtia Crown Momcnt Shouldcr Momcnt

(mm4/mm) (N-mm/mm) (N-mm/mm)

300 8.73 -1. 73
300mm 7000 131.5 -40.47

15700 226.1 -80.08

300 1.99 -0.6209
600 mm 7000 39.19 -14.15

15700 76.28 -28.74

The studies described above demonstrate that moment of inertia of the pipe wall

signitieantly govern the stress distribution due the concentrated surface load for the

pipe investigated. The stresses influence the deformation mechanism of the pipe. The

moment of inertia defines the bending stiffness of the pipe wall for a particular

modulus of elasticity of the pipe materia!. To explore the mechanics, further

investigation with variation of the modulus of pipe material has been performed, as

discussed in the following section.

-
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Figure 4.15 Variation of Bending Moment around the Pipe with Moment. of

Inertia for 300 mm Buried Depth of Pipe
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4.4 EFFECT OF MODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF PIPE MATERIAL

Starling ti'OI11plastic pipe to metal pipe, llexible pipe can varies with a wide range

depcnding on the material properties, which may effect the distribution of live load

around the pipe. In general, if section modulus increases pipe will be stiffer and

aUract morc loads rcducing the distribution of stress in thc soil mass. It will also

deform less due stiffness. A parametric study with variation of material modulus has

been conducted to understand the mechanics. While parametric study was performed

with the variation of the material modulus of pipe, pipc sectional area was uscd as 20

1I1l11'/mmand moment of inertia was used as 15700 mm'/mm. For native and

backfill soil, a modulus of 10 MPa was used. The modulus for pipe material was

varied as 200 MPa, 1000 MPa, 10000 MPa and 210000 MPa to covcr a wider range

slarting from long-term modulus ofthcrt110plastic Hlaterial to thc modulus ofstecl.

A parametric study for two different buried depths was first performed, for the effects

of pipe modulus on vertical stress distribution. Figure 4.18 shows the variation of

vertical stress along the crown for pipe with for 300 mm buried depth. Significant

difference in vertical stress occurs at a level which is just above the crown up to

1000mm above the crown. The strcss was grcater for pipe with higher modulus of

elasticity. Obviously, high matcrial modulus indicates high stiffncss and thcrcfore

high load resistance capabilities to receive more stress than the others. For 600 mm

burial depth, Figure 4.19 is plotted to explore the vertical distril:llItion of the stresses.

Similar behavior and variation is revealed as those for pipe with soil cover of 300mm

above the crown, as shown in Figurc 4.18. However, the magnitude of stress is less

for the deeper pipe. Figure 4.20 shows the comparison of vertical stress distribution

at 75mm above the crown for the two burial depths. Thc ,vertical stresses are

expressed as a percentage of the maximum vertical stress as before. This graph

revcals that vertical stress at this level is almost double for thc pipe with 300 mm

burial depth than for the pipe 600 mm burial depth, which is consistent with the

theory. It is also revealed that vertical stress increase with the increase of pipe

material modulus initially, which is almost constant for material modulus of above

10000 MPa. Thus for pipe with very high material modulus, the effect of live load

appcars to bc lcss dcpendent of the pipe stiffness.
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I:igure 4.21 shows pipe delleclion with modulus of pipe material under the sur/ace

load. From the figure, it is clear that as (he material modulus of pipe increases, the

pipe becomes stiffer. Therefore, it can take more stress with less deflection than the

others. Although the vertical stress is greater for the stiffer ~ipe, it deforms less.

Variation of pipe dellection with modulus is greater initially, which stabilizes for very

high moduli for pipe materials for the pipe at 300 mm depth. However, for the pipe at

600 mm depth, the initial effect on deflection is less. This indicates that the pipe at

shallow burial is greatly inllucneed due to pipe modulus than the deeper pipe.

Figure 4.22 shows variation of thrust along the perimeter of pipe for different

material modulus of pipe material, in polar coordinate system for pipe with 300 mm

burial depth. Variation of bending moment lor the same pipe is plotted in Figure 4.23.

It is revealed that the thrust is less influenced by the material modulus of the pipe.

However, the moment is significantly affected by the modulus. For increase of pipe

modulus li'om 200 MPa (0 210000 MPa, the maximum thrust W,tS increased by 10%.

For the corresponding modulus the positive moment at the crown was increased to 10

times and the negative moment at the shoulder was increased to 17 times. Thus the

shoulder moments were affected more significantly than the crown moment. Variation

of moment is significant when section modulus increased from 1000 MPa to 10000

MPa.

For 600 mm burial depth, graphs arc plotted in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25. Figure

4.24 dcscribes thrust around (hc pipe for variation in material modulus of pipe. The

thrust is also less affected in this case. Keeping the similarity with 300 mm burial

depth as mentioned in Figure 4.22. For increase of pipe modulus from 200 MPa to

210000 MPa, the maximum thrust was increased by 55 % for the pipe. Figure 4.25

describes the variation for moment around the pipe for 600 mm burial depth. The.

positive bending moment at crown was increased by 1370 % and the negative bending

moment at thc shoulder was incrcased by 2440 % for the change of pipe modulus

ti'om 200 MPa to 210000 MPa. Thus, the wall thrusts and moments are more

significantly affected by pipe modulus for the deeper pipe. This may be due to the fact,
. .

that the effects of the surface load are localized at the crown and shoulder for the

shallow buried pipe. However, the stresses are distributed <;lver the whole pipe

circumference lor deeply buried pipe. The mechanism will be c1iscussed fi.lI'lherwith
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reference to the study of the effect of burial depth. The magnitude of the maximum

ll1oll1entis ll1uch less for the deeper pipe (600 mm).

It is also noticed li'om Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.25 that locations of thc maximum

negative momcnt at the shouldcr arc al1i:etcd by the pipe modulus. With the incrcasc

of the pipe modulus, the point of maximum negative moment move from the shoulder

toward the springline. The locations of maximum compressive thrust which occur at

the shoulder are also affected. However, the influence is less for the thrust then the
moment.

For the stiffer pipes with pipe modulus of 10,000 MPa and 210000 MPa the effect of

surface load extend through the whole circumference of the pipe, as revealed from

Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.25. Positive bending moment at the invert also increased for

the pipe with those two modulii. However, moment increases at the invert are less

than tl10se at the crown. For the pipe with Ep = 210000 MPa the invert moment is 45%

of the crown moment for the burial depth of 300 mm and is 51 % for the burial depth

of 600 mm. The invert moment is 5 to 27 % and II to 38 % of crown moment for the

other pipes with burial depth of 300 mm and 600 mm, respectively. For the pipe with

low material modulus the effects of surface load are demonstrated around the crown

and shoulder only.
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Figure 4.22 Variation of Thrust around the Pipe with Pipe Material Modulus for

300 mm Pipe Buried Depth
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Figure 4.23 Variation of Bending Moment around the Pipe with Pipe Material

Modulus for 300 mm Pipe Buried Depth
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Figure 4.24 Variation of Thrust around the Pipe with Pipe Material Modulus for.

600 mm I)ipe Buried Depth
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Figure 4.25 Variation of Thrust around the Pipe with Pipe Material Modulus for:

600 mm Pipe Buried Depth
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Therefore, it can be concluded that material modulus of pipe significantly affect the

moment that come along the pipe periphery. In case of moment, variation in the

maximum moment is less times for pipe with 300 mm burial depth than the pipe with

600 mm burial depth. However, the magnitude of the moment is greater for shallow

pipe. Thrusts calculated for 300 mm buried depth is about 10 to 56 % greater than the

pipe with 600 mm burial depth when material modulus is increased. Vertical stress is

almost two times for 600 mm burial depth than 300 mm burial depth of pipe.

4.5 EFFECT OF RELATIVE STIFFNESS

The investigation of the effects individual parameters on the live load distribution has

been discussed in the previous sections. This section focuses on the investigation

based on the relative stillness of the pipe-soil system. Dhar (2003) and Dhar and

Kabir (2006) used relative stiffness such as, bending stiffness ( Eplp') and hoop
EsR'

stiffness ( E/:Ap) for calculation pipe deflection for buried flexible pipes. Here, R is
EsR .

pipe radius, Ep and Es are pipe and soil modulus, respectively, Ap and Ip are area and

moment of Inertia, respectively, of pipe wall section. These two stiffness have been

used lor investigation of live loads under different conditions. Figure 4.26 indicates

the graphs of rclative bending stifihess and maximum moment that occurs around the

pipe. The maximum bending moment occurred at the crown for the pipes under

concentrated surface load. The figure shows that as the value of relative bending

stiffness increase, momcnt also increases. But moment increases sharply in a zone of

intermediate stiffnesses. Similar effect occurs whatever the depth is. However, this

proves a direct relationship between the relative bending stiffness and moment around

the pipe. At any point Oil the graph, lor 300 nl111buried depth, moment is greater than

600 nl111buried depth. The increase of moment with the bending stiffness is initially

linear. The rate of increase is greater for an intermediate range of the relative bending

stiffness, which stabilize again for higher stiffness. Thermoplastic pipe with material

modulus of 700 to 3000 MPa appears to fall in the intermediate stiffness region,

indicating greater dependency on the soil-pipe interaction under surface load. To
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Figure 4.27 indicates the diagram that represents the moment around the pipe for 300

mOl burial depth with four particular relative stiffnesses. According to Figure 4.27 the

maximum moment occurs for the maximum relative bending stiffness. Similarly, the

minimum moment occurs for the minimum relative bending stiffness. The highest

relative bending stiffness for pipe occurs when material modulus for pipe was the

highest. Figure 4.27 describes the variation of moment around the pipe with relative

bcnding sti nI,CSS for burial dcpth of 600 111111as circled in the Figure 4.26. The Figure

also shows that as the value of relative bending stiffness increases, value for moment

is also increases.

explore the moments around pipe circumference polar diagram is plotted in Figure

4.27 for few stiffness values as indicated by circles in Figure 4.26.



Figure 4.27 Variation of Bending Moment with Relative bending Stiffness

around the Pipe for 300 mm Pipe Burial Depth
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Therd'lI"l:. a Sllllll11aryean be drawn that thcre arc a relationship in between relative

bcnding stiffness and mOl11entalong the pipe periphery. The maximum moment

occurs for maximum relative bending stiffness and this relationship is almost linear

for pipe with low relative stiffness and then become non-linear. Most of the

thermoplastic pipe falls in the non-linear zone, indicating strong dependency of the

effects on pipe parameters. Burial depth of the pipe has also influence on the moment

devel0pl11ent of the pipe wall.

Relative hoop stiJ1iless is also an important factor that may govern the thrust around

the pipe. However, as seen earlier area of cross-section or pipe does not have

significant effect on the development of thrust on pipe wall under concentrated

surface load. Thus, the variation in thrust is expected due to stiffness of the pipe

material with respect to the surrounding soil. Figure 4.29 represents the variation of

the axial force (thrust) with relative hoop stiffness that occurs around the pipe for both

300 111111and 600 111111burial depth. The thrust was maximum at an angle of 35 to 45°

from the springline for burial depth of 300 mm and at an angle of 25 to 30° for burial

depth of 600 mm of the pipe. As discussed earlier, with the increase of burial depth,

the effect of live load thrust moves toward the springline of the pipe. The figure

revealed that the magnitude of thrust increase with increase of stiffness initially,

which finally become constant for pipe with high hoop stiffness (> 10). Thus, for

stiffer pipe thrust appeared to depend on the burial depth of the pipe and independent

on the hoop stiffncss. while (,"' very flexiblc pipes (i.e. thermoplastic pipe). The thrust

depends on the relative hoop stiffness of the pipe-soil system.
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Figure 4.30 shows the polar diagram for thrust around the pipe perimeter for 300 mm

burial depth of pipe for different relative hoop stiffness (as circled in Figure 4.29)

along with the maximum one. Figure 4.30 indicates that for different relative hoop

stiffness values, all graphs are overlapped with one another for pipe with high relative

hoop stiffness and the difference is insignificant. It is seen from the diagram that the

maximum value of thrust occurs in between angle of 30 to 60 degree from the

springline. The minimum valuc occurs at the crown. Figurc 4.31 indicates the thrust

along the pipe perimeter for pipe with 600 mm burial depth considering the points as

circled in Figure 4.29. This diagram also indicates less significant change in thrust

with the variation of relative hoop stiffness. However, variation of the thrust is

evident at the shoulder.
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4.6 E]<'FECT 01' BURIAL DEI'TH

The study discussed above reveals that the burial depth of pipe affects the soil-

structure interaction behavior under surface load significantly. As a general point of

view, as the buried depth decreases, stress reaching to pipe increases if other things

remain the same under concentrated surface load. Therefore, higher burial depth

indicates less stress due to vehicular load. However, dead load that comes from the

backfill soil incrcascs with thc incrcasc of burial depth. The effect of surface live load

was only considered in this research as the loading condition. A concentrated load

was applied as a surface load above pipe crown as mentioned earlier. To understand

the buried pipe behavior effectively for different burial condition, analysis were

performed with different burial depth of the pipes such as; 300 mm, 600 mm, 1500

mm and 3000 mm. Finite element meshes were developed similar to that discussed in

Chapter 3 (Figure 3.4), with increase of a zone of mesh on top. Element size was

maintained at the top zone as same as the zone underneath. The number of element in

a horizontal line was also maintaincd to be the same. Figure 4.32 indicatcs a sample

finite element mesh that is used for modeling of pipe with higher buried depths. Load

was applied on top of the mesh on a point directly above the pipe crown to represent

the concentrated surface load. The boundary conditions for the mesh were the same as

those discussed in Chapter 3.

a. St.andard Tillle

Figure 4.32 Finite Element Mesh Used for the Study with Various Burial Depths
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Figure 4.33 depicts the variation of vertical stress above pipe's crown with a ratio of

buried depth to pipe diameter. For all the cases presented in the figure only material
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modulus of pipe and burial depth was varied while other parameters were kept as the

same. It was found, as in the previous study, that material modulus of pipe affects live

load distribution signi Iieantly. Graph is also plotted in Figure 4.33 for the stress at a

level of pipe crown according to Boussinesq's equation for live load distribution. To

compare the results of Boussinesq's equation with the finite element output, as shown

in Figure 4.33, the depth at which stress was calculated by Boussinesq's equation was

also divided by pipe diameter. It is to be noted that the Boussinesq's solution calculate

the soil stress in a homogenous isotropic and elastic soil mass. Thus, the presence of

pipe is neglected. Figure 4.33 reveals that Boussinesq's equation over-predict the

stress for each of the flexible pipe except the one with Ep =210000 MPa(steel pipe).

As expected, arching in flexible pipe cause redistribution of stress toward the soil,

resulting in these reduction. However for the pipe with Ep = 210000 MPa,

Boussinesq's equation gives almost the same stress for pipe with greater burial depth

(depth greater than pipe diameter). However, for shallow depth the Boussillcsq's

solution may under-predict the stress for the pipes with high material moduliias a

result of development of negative arching. Thus, for shallow buried pipes, pipe-soil

interaction analysis would be required to calculate the soil stresses due to surface

load.
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It is revcaled from Figure 4.33 that the et1ccts of surface load for thermoplastic pipc

with material modulus between 200-1000 MPa are minimized if the burial depth is

greater than the diameter of the pipe. To illustrate this elaborately, ratio of the finite

element results fo Boussinesq's stresses are plotted against burial depth in Figure 4.34.

It is revcaled that for material modulus between 200- 1000 MPa, vertical stress is a

fraction of the Boussinesq's stress at every point Le. vertical stress is lower than the

Iloussinesq's strcss whatever the depth is. For a matcrial modulus of 210000 MPa, the

vertical stress is greater than Boussinesq's stress due to the development of negative

arching. For shallow burial depths pipe attract more stress than dcep burial depth.

With the increase of buried depth the ratio of FE to Boussinesq's stress approaches to

I, indicating that the stress can reasonably be estimated using Boussinesq's equation.

Vertical slress pallern along the horizontal line above crown at the different level arc

plotted for the pipe with a burial depth of 600 mm in Figure 4.35. Figure 4.35

indicates a comparison of soil stresses at different level for thermoplastic pipe having

a material modulus of 760 Ml'a. Figure 4.35 indicate that as the distance from pipe

crown increases vertically, variation with Boussinesq's are reduced. At a level of 75
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Table 4.3 Comparison of Stresses 75 mm above Pipe Crown for HOPE Pipe

(Burial Depth = 600 mm)

above pipe crown.

mm Ii-om the crown the ratio orthe FE vertical stress to the Boussinesq's stress is 0.5

whereas at a level of 262 mm from the crown the ratio is 0.70, indicating the stress

closer to that from Boussinesq's solution for the farther point. Table 4.3 compares the

calculated vertical stress with the stress from Boussinesq's equation on a vertical line

J)istanee Above FE Vertical Vertical Stress from Ratio

Crown Stress Boussinesq's Equation (FElBoussinesq's)

(mm) (MPa) (MPa)

75 -0_005 -0.010 0.519

ISO -0.008 -0.012 0.658
.

262 -0.0 II -0.016 0.689



Figure 4.36 indicates vertical soil stress at three different levels for pipe with material

modulus of Ep = 210000 MPa and a burial depth of 600 mm. It is revealed from the

figure that as the distance from pipe crown increase, the variation between the FE

'stre'sses with Boussinesq's stress decrease. Right above the crown the finite element

analysis calculated a greater stress than that obtained from Boussincsq's cquation.

This indicates the developmcnt of ncgativc arching for thc stifTcr stccl pipe. However,

with the increase of the distance from pipe crown finite element over-predict the

vertical stress compared to the Boussinesq solution. Table 4.4 reveals a comparison of

ground stresses at different level above pipe crown calculated using two methods.
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Table 4.4 Comparison of Stresses 75 mm above Pipe Crown for Steel Pipe

(Bnrial Deptb = 600 mm)

-,,- 1 ••_

J)istanee Above 1'1' vertical Vertical Stress from Ratio

Crown Stress Boussinesq's Equation (I'E/Boussinesq's)

(mm) (MPa) (MPa)

75 -0.013 -0.010 1.28

150 -0.014 -0.012 1.15

262 -0.015 -0.016 0.98

Since pipe material modulus effect the soil stress at different levels significantly, at

300 mm burial depth, graphs are also plotted in rigure 4.38 to see the variation of soil

stress for the pipe with material modulus of 210000 MPa. This figure also indicate

that soil stress in the pipe vicinity deviate from the Boussinesq stress to a greater

extend than the ground points away from the pipe. A comparison of the ground

Figure 4.37 compares the soil stress above the pipe crown for the thermoplastic pipe

with Ep = 760 MPa and the pipe burial depth of 300 mm. Pipe material modulus of

760 MPa, Moment of inertia of 15700 mm' and area of 20 mm' was considered for

the calculation. Soil stress at different level above crown is plotted in Figure 4.37

along with the stress from Boussinesq's equation. Calculation showed that for shallow

(at 300mm) buried pipe, the ratio ofrE vertical soil stress with Boussinesq is 0.88 at a

level of 75 mm above crown. As the distance from pipe crown increase, this ratio also

increases i.e. at 150 mm level above crown this ratio becomes 0.94, indicating the FE

stress to be closer to those from Boussinesq's solution. Table 4.5 compares FE and

Boussinesq stress in the ground above the pipe crown. Thus, as the distance above

crown incrcascs, variation in vertical strcss between Boussinesq's equation and FE

model decreases. The increase of the difference (decrease of the ratio) in Table 4.5 for

the distance of225 mm above pipe crown is attributed to the closeness of the point to

the concentrated load for the pipe with 300 mm burial depth. Soil stress in the vicinity

of the load is non-linear and may be affected by the coarseness of the FE meshes .

. However, the stress at that point was of little interest and therefore not considered

further.
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Table 4.5 Comparison of Stresses 75 mm above Pipe Crown for HDPE Pipe

(Burial Depth = 300 mm)

Distance Above FE Vertical Vertical Stress from Ratio

Crown Stress Boussinesq's Equation (FElBoussinesq's)

(mm) (MPa) (MPa)

75 -0.021 -0.023 0.883

150 -0.033 -0.035 0.935

225 -0.057 -0.070 , 0.819

stresses lar a 300 mm burial depths a steel pipe is shown in Table 4.6. The stress at

225 mm above pipe crown again indicated a greater difference between calculation

using FE and Boussinesq's equation due to the closeness of load as discussed above.



Table 4.6 Comparison of Stresses 7S mm above Pipe Crown for Steel Pipe

(Burial Depth = 300 mm)
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Figure 4.38 Vertical Stress Comparison for 300 mm Burial Depth of
ripe with Ep = 210000 M ra
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Distauce Above FE vertical Vertical Stress from Ratio

Crowu Stress 8oussinesq's Equation (FElBoussiuesq's)

(mm) (MPa) (MPa)

75 -0.026 -0.023 1.11

150 -0.035 -0.035 1.00

225 -0.058 -0.070 0.82



It is interesting to note frol11 Figures 4.35 and Figure 4.37 that stress distribution at 75

111111above crown is different for the pipes with burial depths of 300 111111and 600 111111.

For the pipe with 300 ml11burial depth, the vertical stress above the pipe crown is the

maximum. while (he stress is the minimum lor other cases ofthennoplastic pipes. For

the sled pipe (he maximum slress occurred above crown (Figure 4.36 and Figure

800600400

--- At 300 rnm burial depth
~ At 600 mm burial depth

-.- At 1500 mm burial depth
-4- At 3000 mm burial depth

200o-200

Ilorizontal Distance from Pipe Center (111m)

-400-600

90

Figure 4.39 Variation of Vertical Stress at 75 mm above Crown for
Different Dnrial Depths

AI'~20mm' / mm

Ip~ 15700 mm' /mm
EI' ~ 760 Mra

-800

4.38) for both 300 mm and 600 mm burial depths. To see the variation further, graphs

are plotted for vertical stress 75mm above the crown for pipes with different burial,
depths in Figure 4.39. This figure indicates that the crown stress is the l11inil11Wllfor

deeper flexible pipes. A JUI11Poccurred for reducing depth from 1500 mm to 600 mm ..

For other deeper burial depths, all graphs are almost similar 'in shape, although the

stresses were less for deeper pipe. The graph is not similar for 300 mm burial depth of

pipe. It shows increase of stress above the crown, indicating a different mechanism of

load distribution for shallow buried flexible pipe.
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Figure 4.40 depicts the soil strcss dcvelopcd undcrncath thc pipc duc to surface line

load. Stress on a horizontal linc 75 mm below pipe invert arc plottcd in thc figure. The

vertical soil strcss is almost zcro below thc pipe invert in Figure 4.40 for each of the

burial depths, which increase with thc distance from the pipe invert. Thus, the vertical
I

soil stress distribution is completely different for soil above and below pipe. At a level

of 75 mm abovc pipc crown, maximum soil stress occurs directly above the pipe

crown. At a distance from pipe center, ratio for vertical soil stress at invert level to

that abovc crown is o. I 8 for a burial depth of 300 mm. It indicates that vertical soil

stress at the haunch location is a fraction of the crown stress. It is also elear from thc

graph that as the burial depth increases, difference between the vertical stress

distributions tends to be negligible. All graphs are resembles to a one as the burial

depth increases. Again, the curvature in distributing the vertical stress from the point

below pipe invert is reduced as the burial depth increases whereas for 300 mill burial

depth vertical stress distribution curve posses sharp curvature.
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Figure 4.41 shows the lateral stresses developing on the sides of the pipe due to

surface load. It reveals that the stress is concentrated above the springline level of the

pipe, particularly for shallow burial depths. The point of the maximum stress is at the

shoulder level. However, with the increase of burial depth the point of the maximum

stress moves toward springline. The magnitude of the maximum stress is also reduced
"with the increase or burial depths, as expected. The concentration or the stress above

the springline level indicate the effect or concentrated surface loads is localized in the

upper part of the pipe for shallow buried pipe. The stress is distributed toward the

lower part and the horizontal stress distribution become symmetric about springline

for deeply buried pipe, indicating distribution of effects over the whole pipe. This

observation confirms the findings with reference to thrust and bending moments

(Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.24).



4.7 COMPARISON WITH DESIGN .CODES

As discussed earlier, the design codes estimate the live load as a uniformly distributed

load calculated based on an assumed load spreading rate. Different load spreading rate

was j()llowcd at dirrcrcnt codc. ASCE, AASHTO, CANADIAN etc. codes are

availablc 1'01' comparison wilh the obscrveddata. Almost all codes use the same load

spreading rate (1.75 limes the depth). for surface live load as discussed. earlier.

However, AASHTO recommended a lower load spreading rate (1.15 to I time depth).

AASHTO gives an averaged soil stress value throughout a horizontal level above the

pipe. Figure 4.42 compare the pipe stress calculated above the crown with the values

according AASI-rrO and ASCE codcs for the pipe with 300 mm burial depth.

AASHTO code with load spreading over 1.15 times the pipe depth and ASCE code

with load spreading over 1.75 times the pipe depth is revealed in Figure 4.42. The

stresses calculated using finite element analysis and Boussinesq's equation averaged

(using trapezoidal rule) over the pipe crown are also shown in the figure. The

comparison reveals that the stresses calculated using design codes arc less than the

maximum stress, however, much greater than the average of the stresses.

Figure 4.43 also depicts that soil experience more stress at the same level if the pipe

has higher material modulus even in case of average values. For both thermoplastic

and steel pipes, average soil stress is greater than the average Boussinesq's stresses.

But this data arc not comparable with the AASHTO. For a burial depth of 300 mm,

AASHTO indicates the highest value among the curves and Boussinesq solution

indicates the lowest values. All values are averaged for a soil stress at a level of 75

mm above the crown. All averaged values are somewhat closer to one other but the

design codes indicate higher values. Thus, the design codes give more conservative

values than that may occur actually.

Graphs arc plotted as shown in Figure 4.43 for 600 mm burial depth of pipe. It is

revealed that AAHTO gives the maximum soil stress whereas. ASCE yields lowest

value even for the deeper pipe. But difference between these soil stresses, for all these

cases, is not as large as occurred in Figure 4.42. Here, AASHTO yields more

reasonable value (close to the average calculated stress) than those in Figure 4.42.
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Thus, for deeper pipe the design codes yields a better estimation of live load stresses
over buried pipe.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA TlONS

S.I INTRODUCTION

Use of flexible pipe is gaining popularity day by day due to its various advantages

Significant rescarch concerning the soil-structure interaction phenomena has been

conducted in recent years to develop a better undcrstanding of the complex soil-pipe

interaction. A large portion of the works focused on the soil-pipe interaction under

earth load. Two-dimensional plain-strain analyses are generally used for modeling of

the pipe-soil system. However. the surface load of finite dimension from vehicular

traffic (i.e. wheel load) over the pipe makes the problem as three dimensional. The

wheel loads are idealized as a concentrated load in AASHTO standard design code

(AASI-ITO, 1996), whilc idealization as a distributed load over the area of tire foot-

print is uscd in AASf-lTO LRFD dcsign code (AASHTO, 1998). The load is then

assumed to produce a uniform pressure at the level of pipe crown, estimated based on

a load spreading with depth. Researchers have analyzed the problems with buried

pipes and culvcrts using two-dimensional idealization of the three dimensional loads

(Fernando and Cartcr, 1998; Taleb and Moore, 1999; Jayawickrama et a\., 2002;

McGrath at aI., 2002). Fernando and Carter (1998) analyzed solid uniform-wall buried

pipes under surface patch loads using a three-dimensional semi-analytical finite

element analysis. In this analysis, a two dimensional finite element mesh, similar to a

plane strain model, was uscd to model the pipe-soil system. Fourier integral transform

techniques were then used for an equivalent two-dimensional representation of the

field quantities and loadings in longitudinal direction. In other analyses (Taleb and

Moore. J 999; Jayawickrama et a\., 2002; McGrath at a\., 2002), the 80ussinesq's

solution for a vertical load at the surface of an elastic half-space was used to convert

the three-dimensional loading to an equivalent two-dimensional load. The approach of

conversion of the three-dimensional load into the equivalent two-dimensional load has

been used in this research for investigation of the pipe-soil system under surface
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concentrated load. A parametric study was carricd out to assess the effects of various

geometric allli material parameters on tile beilavior of pipes under tile sur/ace load.

Pipe dcl()rmations, internal forces (axial force and bending moment) and soil stresses

arc investigated using variations of those parameters. This chapter summarizes the

findings of this research work. Thus, recommendations are also made for the future

study for the better understanding of the behavior of flexible pipe under surface load.

S.2 FINIlINGS FROM TIm STUI>Y

Two-dimensional finite element analysis appeared as an effective tool for analysis of
,

buried pipe under thrcc-dimensional loading. The analysis successfully predicted the

behavior of a pipe measured in full-scale test under concentrated surface load. The

three-dimensional load was converted into equivalent line load through relation

recommended in Jayawickrama et al (2002). After evaluation of the finite element

mode/ with full-scale test, study was conducted to investigate pipe behavior under

different conditions. Mesh around the pipe vicinity was kept finer than the zone away

from the pipe to capture the non linear stress field expected around the pipe. Particular

attention was given in the parametric study for large diameter flexible pipe under

different burial depth. Sectional area, sectional modulus and material modulus of pipe

were also considered for the parametric study. The specific findings from this

research are summarized as below:

~ A two dimensional model developed taking soil-structure interaction into the

consideration to analysis the flexible pipe under surface load can be used to

calculate internal forces in plane of pipe section, which usually governs the

pipe design. Two dimensional analyses successfully simulated the pipe

response measured in full-scale tests under live load.

~ Concentrated surface load above the pipe crown induces compressive thrust at

tile pipe siloulder, positive bending moment (Outward concave bending) at the

crown and negative bending moment at the invert.
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).> Sectional parameter of pipe wall has significant effects on the live load

distribution for buried flexible pipes. Although sectional area of pipe wall do

not affCct largcly, momcnt of incrtia of pipc wall ~ffect the thrust and

moments that develop around the pipe. The effects are very significant on the

bending moment.

).> Material modulus of pipe also affects the thrust and moment developing

around the pipe circumference. However, the influence is small on thrusts,

while the bending moment is significantly affected. Positive moments develop

at the crown and invert and negative moment develops at the shoulder for

pipes with high material modulli.

).> For a particular pipe, the effects of the surface load reduced rapidly with the

depths of soil cover up to a depth of half of the pipe diameter, beyond which

the effect reduced steadily.

).> The influences of surface loads are localized within a zone around the p.ipe

crown l'or shallow buried pipes «0.50) and for pipes with low material

modulus. However, the influence extends downward covering the full pipe

circumference for deeper pipes and pipes with high material modulus.

).> Soil stresses that develop above the pipe crown, below invert and on the sides

yields a better understanding of the of the stress distribution for flexible pipe.

Mechanism of the stress distribution was different for shallow and deep burial

condition for High-Density polyethylene pipe.

J- Boussinesq solution always over-predicts the crown level stress for HOPE

pipe. However for stiffer (steel) pipe, Boussinesq equation under predicts the

stress for shallow burial condition and over predict for deep burial condition.

These are due to development of arching from soil-pipe interactiori. When the

pipe is very flexible, arching in the soil causes redistribution of stress away

from the pipe, resulting in less stress over pipe crown. Negative arching, on

the other hand, may develop for stiffer pipe that cause attraction of load from

the soil toward the pipe.
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~ AASHTO yields conservath.~ value of soil streis for buried pipe for greater

burial depth.

5.3 RECOMMI~NJ)ATIONSFOR FUTURE STUDY

The overall behavior 0(" large diametcr buried flexible pipe under surface load was

analyzed in this research based on two-dimensional idealization of the three

dimensional load. The analysis was limited to linear elastic material parameters. Load

directly on top of pipe crown that covered to worst case scenario was only considered.

Future research in the area of surface load study may include the following:

~ Investigation of the pipe under unsymmetric loading where load to be placed

away from the pipe crown. Thus the effects of multiple wheels can be taken

into consideration.

)- A design chart can be developed for use in design codes based on more

studies on pipe with deep and shallow burial depths. A wide range of pipe

diameter and wall profile can be taken into consideration for a rigorous study.

~ Simplified equation can be developed to incorporate live load effects for

buried flexible pipe design.

'r For gmmng confidence in analysis of pIpe, a physical model may be

developed and experiments can be carried out to compare with the finite

element result.

~ Inelastic modeling of soil and pipe can be considered in future study to

investigate effects of non-linear inelastic material behavior on the pipe

response.
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).- Non-lincar soil bchavior likc consolidation, crecp ctc. can bc incorporated in

soil-pipe interaction analysis to identify the effects of more realistic non-linear

material behavior.

).- Full-scale field tests are also recommended through measuring pipe strains,

pipe dcllcction. so; I strcss and deformation to develop a bettcr understanding

aboullhc lidd pcrlormancc orthc pipcs.
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APPENDIX

n.•

NODE DEFINITION

MESH GENERATION

**

.*
************************************************************************

************************************************************************

*NODE
101, 0.0,0.0
119, 750.0,0.0
J 919,0.0, 750.0
123, 900.0,0.0
127, 1200.0,0.0
147, 4200.0,-1200.0
1023,900.0,900.0
1027,1200.0,1050.0
1047,4200.0,1050.0
1923,0.0,900.0
1927, 0.0,1050.0
2823, -900.0, 900.0
2827, -1200.0, 1050.0
2847, -4200.0,1050.0
3719, -750.0, 0.0
3723, -900.0, 0.0
3727, -1200.0, 0.0
4623, -900.0, -900.0
4627, -1200.0, -1200.0

A- i

*FILE l'ORMi\T, ZERO INCRI'MI'NI
**

*PREPlUNT, ECHO~YES, HISTORY~YES, MODEL~YES
**

*HEADING
STRESS ANALYSIS FOR A BURIED PIPE
**
**

************************************************************************

FOR BURIAL DEPTH = 300 mm

************************************************************************

CODES USED IN THE ANALYSIS

*RESTART, WRITE, FREQ~I
**
**

************************************************************************

** Dimensions are in N,mm
************************************************************************



4647, -4200.0, -4200.0
5523,0.0, -900.0
5527, 0.0, -1200.0
5519,0,0, -750.0
6423,900.0, -900.0
6427,1200.0, -1200.0
6447,4200.0, -4200.0
7219,747.146, -65.366R
722.1,900.0, -IX.74
1'227. 12()(),O, -I04.9X64
7247,4200.0, -1500.0
************************************************************************
**NODE GENERATION
************************************************************************
*NGEN, L1NE~C, NSET=HOLEI
119,1919,100,101
*NGlN, L1Nl>C, NSlT~IIOLl2
1919,3719,100,101
*NGEN, L1NE~C, NSET=HOLE3
3719,5519.100,101
*NGEN. L1NE~C, NSET~HOLE4
5519.7219.100.101
**N(i!'N, L1N!'.',C, NS!'T=HOL!'5
**119,7219,7100,101
*NGEN, NSET~OUTERI
123,1023,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTERI
1023, 1923, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER2
1923,2823, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER2
2823,3723,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER3
.172.1.462.1, 100
*NCi!'N, NSFT 011'1'1'10
.:1623, 5523. 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER4
5523,6423, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER4
6423, 7223, 100
*NGlN, NSLT~OUTER5
123,7223,7100
************************************************************************
** NODE FILL
************************************************************************
*NFlLl, NSET~PLATEI, BIAS~l
HOLEI, OUTERI, 4, I
'NFl!'!', NS!'T~I'!'AT!'2, IlIAS-1
HOLl2, OUTLR2, 4, I
*NFlLL, NSET~PLATE3, BIAS~ 1
HOLD, OUTER3, 4, I
*NFILL, NSET~PLATE4, BIAS~I
1I0LE4, OUTER4, 4, I
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************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY DEFINITION
************************************************************************
*EI,EM ENT, TYPE-'CPE4
19,119,120,220,219
*U,F.MF.Nl, TYPECPE4
IXI9, 1919, 1920,2020,2019
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
3619, 3719,3720,3X20,3XI9
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
's-ll (), 5519, 5520, 5(l20. 5() 19
*FI.EMENT, TYPF CPE4
7119,7219,7220,120,119
************************************************************************
**ELEMENT GENERATE
************************************************************************
*F.I.GEN, ELSLr~IIAUNCII
19,4,1, I, 18, lOa, lOa
*ELGEN, ELSEl~I1AUNCII
1819,4, I, I, 18, lOa, 100
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
3619,4, I, I, IX, lOa, 100
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
5419,4, I, I, 17,100, lOa
*ELGEN, ELSET~I-1AUNCI-1
7119,4, I, I, 1,7100, lOa
************************************************************************
** BEAM ELEMENT
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE~B21, ELSET~PIPE
10001,119,219
*EUjEN, EI.SElo,PIPE
10001,71, lOa, I, I
*ELEMENT, TYPE~B21, ELSET~PIPE
10072, 7219,119
***********************************************************************
**MIDDLE ZONE
***********************************************************************
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
127,1027, lOa
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
1027,1927,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
1927,2827, lOa
*NGEN, NSET"OUTER
2827,3727, lOa
*NGEN,NSET~OUTER
3727,4627, lao
*NGEN, NSFT. OliTER
-l()27.'s527.IO()
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
5527.6427, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER

A- iii



6427,7227,100
*NSFT, NSET~INNER, GENERATE
12.'. 722JJ()()
*NI'II.I., NSI':T SOII.B, BIAS I
INNFR, OllTFR, 4, I
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY MIDDLE
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
23, 123, 124, 224, 223
*ELGEN,ELSET~BACKS
23.4, I, 1,71,100,100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
7123, 7223. 7224, 124, 123
*FI.GFN, FI.SFT-.IJACKS
7123,4, I, I, 1,7100,100
************************************************************************
** OUTER NODE
************************************************************************
*NGEN, NSET~OUTERII
147,1047,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUT
2R47,4647,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUT
4647,6447,100
*NGEN,NSET~OUTEROUT
6447,7247,100
**
*NSET, NSET~MIDDLE, GENERATE
2827,7227,100
*NnLL, NSET~SOlLN, BIAS~I
MIDDLE, OUTEROUT, 20, I
*NSET, NSET~MIDDLE11, GENERATE
127,1027,100
*NFlLL, NSET~SO[LN, B[AS~I
MIDDLEll, OUTERII, 20, I
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY OUTER
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
2727, 2g27. lR2S. 2928.2927
*ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
2727,20, I, 1,44, 100, 100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
7127,7227, 722R, In, 127
*LEGEN, ELSET~Ni\l1VS
7127,20, I, I, 1,7100,100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
27,127, In, 228, 227
*ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
27,20, I, 1,9,100,100
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************************************************************************
** ELEMENT PROPERTIES
************************************************************************
*BI'My! c;r'.NI'RAI. SI:CTION. U.SF I. 1'11'1.:.SFCTION CiFNFRAL
20. I:'71}(I, I 0000.1 ."i 70(). I ()(l()()

760,300
*SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL~SOILB, ELSET~HAUNCH
*SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL~SOIl_Il, ELSET~IlACKS
*SOLID SECTION, MATER1AL~SOILN, ELSET~NATIVS
************************************************************************
** MATERIAL PROPERTY DEFINITION
************************************************************************
*MATERIAL, NAME~SOILB
*ELASTIC
10. 0.~5
'MATERIAL, NAME~SOILN
'ELASTIC
10,0.25
************************************************************************
** TIME INDEPENDENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
************************************************************************
*NSET, NSET~BOTTOM, GENERATE
4(,47, (,447,100
*NSET, NSET~LEFT. GENERATE
2847,4647,100
*NSET, NSET~RIGHT, GENERATE
147.1047.100
'NSET, NSET~RIGI-rr. GENERATE
6447.7247,100
************************************************************************
**BOUNDARY CONDITION
************************************************************************
*BOUNDARY
RIGHT, YSYMM
LEFT, YSYMM
BOTTOM, PINNED
************************************************************************
** SPECIFIC OUTPUT REQUESTS
************************************************************************
*NSET. NSET~PIPNOD. GENERATE
119.7219.100
*NSr::r. NSI::T~IIOIUOI2.5, GENERAI'I'
1024,2824, 100
*NSET, NSET~I-IOR900, GENERATE
1023,2823, 100
*NSET, NSET~HOR866, GENERATE
1022,2822, 100
*NSET, NSET~HOR825, GENERATE
1021,2821,100
*ELSET,ELSET~VERT,GENERATE
1819,1827, I
*ELSET, ELSET~VERT, GENERATE
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1719,1727, I
*ELSH, ELSH~HOR900, GENERATE
923, 2623, 100
*ELSEr, ELSET~I-IORR25, GENERATE
921,2621, 100
************************************************************************
** SURFACE LOADS
************************************************************************
*STEP
*STATIC
*CUJAIJ
1917.2, -N.J
***********************************************************************
** OUTPUT COMMANDS
************************************************************************
'NODE PRJ NT, NSH~PII'NOD
COORD, U
'NODE PRINT, NSET~HORR25
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET~HOR866
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET-1I0R900
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET~HORI012.5
COORD
*EL PRINT, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=PIPE
SF
*EL PRINT, I'OSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=VERT
S, E
*EL PRINT, POSITION=A VERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=HOR825
S,E
*EL PRINT, POSITION~AVERAGED AT NODES, ELSET~HOR900
S,E
*END STEP
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**

**

MESH GENERATION

NODE DEFINITION**

**

***********************************************************************

***********************************************************************

A- vii

************************************************************************
*FILE FORMAT, ZERO INCREMENT
**

**

*RESTART, WRITE. ERU)

**

*I'REI'RINT. ECHO=YES.IIISTORY=YES. MODEL=YES

*IILADING
STRESS ANALYSIS FOR A BURIED PIPE
**

FOR BURIAL DEPTH = 600 mm

************************************************************************
**

************************************************************************

*NODE
101, 0.0. 0.0
119, 750.0. 0,0
1919,0,0, 750,0
123, 900,0, 0,0
127, 1200,0, 0,0
147, 4200,0, -1200.0
1023,900.0, 900.0
1027, 1200.0, 1350,0
1047,4200.0, 1350,0
1923,0,0, 900.0
1927, 0.0, 1350.0
2R23. -900.0, 900,0
2R27. -1200,0, 1350,0
2X47. -4200.0. 1350.0
3719.-750.0. 0.0
3723. -900.0. 0.0
3727, -1200.0, 0.0
4623, -900,0, -900,0
4627,-1200.0, -1200,0
4647, -4200.0, -4200,0
5523,0,0, -900.0
5527, 0.0. -1200.0
5519,0.0, -750.0
6423,900.0, -900,0
6427,1200.0, -1200.0
6447.4200.0. -4200.0
7219.747.146. -65.366R
7223,900.0. -7X.74
7227. 1200.0. -104,9R64
7247.4200,0. -1500.0



************************************************************************
"*NODE GENERATION
************************************************************************
*N(;I',N, UNI' C. NSI' r 1101.1':1
Ill). j()\9. IO(). [01
*NGI'N, UNLc. NSI' r~IIOLE2
1919,3719, lOa, 101
*NGEN, UNE~C, NSET~I'IOLE3
3719,5519,100,101
*NGEN, L1NI>C, NSE'r~HOLE4
5519,7219,100,101
**NGEN, LlNE~C, NSET~HOLE5
**119,7219,7100,101
*NGEN, NSET~OUTERI
123,1023,100
*NGEN, NSE'r~OlJTERI
1023, 1923, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER2
1923,2823, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER2
2823,3723,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER3
3723,4623, lao
*NGEN, NSET~OlJTER3
4(,23, 5523, 100
*NGEN, NSET=OUTER4
5523,6423, 100
*NGEN,NSET~OUTER4
6423.7223. 100
*NGLN, NSET~OllTER5
123,7223, 7100
************************************************************************
** NODE FILL
************************************************************************
*NEILL, NSET~PLATE1, BIAS~I
HOLE I, OUTER I, 4, 1
*NFILL, NSET~PLATE2, B1AS~ I
HOLE2, OllTER2, 4, I
*NFILL, NSET~PLA TE3, BIAS~ I
HOLE3, OUTER}, 4, I
*NFlLL. NSET~PLATE4, I3IAS~1
1I0LE4, OllTER4, 4, I
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY DEFINITION
***********************************************************************
*LLEMENT, TYPE~CP[4
19, 119,120,220,219
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
1819,1919,1920,2020,2019
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
3619,3719,3720,3820,3819
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
5419,5519,5520,5620,5619
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4
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************************************************************************

************************************************************************

••

ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY MIDDLE

A- ix

*I'LI'MI'.NT. TYI'I>1l21, 1'1.SI' 1"1'11'1'
10001,119.219
*E1.GEN. E1.SET~I'II'E
10001.71, lOa. I, I
*ELEMENT, TYPE~B21, ELSET~PIPE
10072,7219,119
************************************************************************

**

*NGEN,NSET~OUTER
127,1027, lOa
*NGEN,NSET~OUTER
1027,1927, lOa
*NGEN.NSET~OUTER
1927,2827, lOa
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
2827,3727,100
*NGEN,NSET~OUTER
3727,4627,100 ,
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
4627,5527, 100
*NG!:N, NS!:T. OUT!:R
5527,6427,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
6427,7227, 100
*NSET, NSET~INNER, GENERATE
12.1. 722.1, I 00
*NI'ILL, NSE'1'~SOILIl, I3I1\S=I
INNER, OUTER, 4, I
************************************************************************

** MIDDLE ZONE
************************************************************************

*FI.(iI'N, I'LSI'T IIAliNCl1
II),.L 1.1. IX,lOll,lOU
*1J.l;I'N,I'l.SI'T IIAliNCl1
IXI9,4, I, I, IX, 100, 100
*El.GI'N, I'1.SI'T~IIAUNCII
3619,4, I, I, IX, 100, 100
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
5419,4,1, I, 17, lOa, lOa
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
7119,4, I, I, 1,7100, lOa
************************************************************************
** BEAM ELEMENT

7119,7219,7220,120,119
************************************************************************
**ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY

*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
23,123,124,224,223
*ELGEN, ELSEI;BACKS
23,4, I, 1,71,100,100

************************************************************************



*LU'MLNT, TYI'I"'CI'IA
7123,7223, 7224, 124, 123
*ELGEN, ELSET~BACKS
7123,4, I, I, 1,7100,100
************************************************************************
** OUTER NODE
************************************************************************
*NGEN, NSET~OUTERII
147.1047.100
*Nl;LN. NSLT OlITLROlIT
2o~7, ~6~7, lUll
*NGEN. NSET~OUTEROUT
4647,6447,100
*NGEN, NSE'r~OUTEROUT
6447,7247, 100
*NSET, NSET~MlDDLE, GENERATE
2X27, 7227,100
*NfILL, NSET~SOILN, BIAS= I
MIDDLE, OUTEROUT, 20, I
*NSET, NSET=MIDDLEII, GENERATE
127,1027,100
*NFlU .. NSET=SOILN, BIAS=I
MIIJI)U':II. OIITI.'RII, 20, I

************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY OUTER
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYI'E=CPE4
2727, 2R27, 2R2R, 292R, 2927
*ELGEN, ELSET=NATIVS
2727,20, I, 1,44, 100, 100
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CI'E4
7127, 7227, 7228,128,127
*E1.GEN. ELSET~NATIVS
7127,20. I. I. I. 7100,100
*U.LMLNT, TYI'LCI'IA
2~ 127, 128,228,227
*ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
27,20,1,1,9,100,100
********r-*************************'**************************************
** ELEMENT PROPERTY
************************************************************************
*I3EAM (jENERAL SECTION, ELSEl=I'II'E, SECTION~GENERAL
20,15700,10000,15700,10000

760,300
*SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL~SOILB, ELSET~I.IAUNCH
*SOUI) SI'CTION, Mi\TERIi\I:~SOIl.Il, l'I.SETooIlACKS
*SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL=SOILN, ELSET~NATIVS
************************************************************************
** MATERIAL PROPERTY DEFINITION
************************************************************************
*MATERIAL, NAME~SOILB
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*ELASTIC
10, 0.25
*MATERIAL, NAME~SOILN
"ELASTIC
[0. ()_~:'i

************************************************************************
** TIME INDEPENDENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
************************************************************************
"NSET, NSET~130TTOM, GENERATE
4647,6447,100
*NSET,NSET~LEFT,GENERATE
2R47, 4647,100
*NSET, NSET~RIGHT, GENERATE
147,1047, lOa
*NSET, NSET~RJGHT, GENERATE
6447,7247,100

************************************************************************
**BOUNDARY CONDITION
************************************************************************
*BOUNDARY
RIGHT, YSYMM
LEFT, YSYMM
BOTTOM, PINNED
************************************************************************
** SPECIFIC OUTPUT REQUESTS
************************************************************************
*NSET, NSE"r~PIPNOD, GENERATE
119,7219,100
"NSET, NSET~HOR 1a 12.5, GENERATE
1024, 2R24, 100
*NSET, NSET~HOR900, GENERATE
1023,2823, 100
*NSET, NSET~HOR866, GENERATE
1022,2822, 100
*NSET, NSET~HOR825, GENERATE
1021,2R21,100
*ELSET, ELSET~VERT, GENERATE
1819,1827, I
*ELSET,ELSET~VERT,GENERATE
1719,1727, I
"ELSET, ELSET~HOR900, GENERATE
923,2623, 100
*ELSET, ELSET~HOR825, GENERATE
921,2621,100
************************************************************************
** SURFACE LOADS
************************************************************************
*STEP
*STATIC
*CLOAD
1927,2, -8.3
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************************************************************************
** OUTPUT COMMANDS
************************************************************************
*NODE PRINT, NSET,opIPNOD
COORD, U
*NODE PRINT, NSET~"ORR25
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET=HOR866
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET~HOR900
COORD
*NODE PRiNT, NSETo.IIORIOI2.5
COORD
*EL PRINT, POSITlON~AVERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=PIPE
SF
*EL PRINT, POSITlON=A VERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=VERT
S,E
*LL PRINT, POSITlON=AVERAGED AT NODES, ELSLT~HOR825
S,E
*FL PRINT, POSITlON~AVLRA(jED AT NODES, ELSET=HOR900
S,E
*END STEP
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FOR BURIAL DEPTH = 1500 mm

MESH GENERATION

NODE DEFINITION

**

**

** DIMENSIONS are in N, mm
************************************************************************
*NODL
101, 0.0,0.0
119, 750.0,0.0
1919,0.0, 750.0
123, 900.0,0.0
127. 1200.0,0.0
147, 4200.0,-1200.0
148, 42000, 1550.0
152, 4200.0, 2250.0
1023,900.0,900.0
1027,1200.0,1350.0
1047,4200.0,1350.0
1923,0.0,900.0
1927, 0.0,1350.0
2148, 1200.0, 1550.0
2152, 1200.0,2250.0
2823, -900.0, 900.0
2827. -1200.0,1350.0
2X47, -4200.0,1350.0
3719,-750.0,0.0
3723, -900.0,0.0
3727,-1200.0,0.0
3948, -1200.0, 1550.0
3952, -1200.0, 2250.0
4623, -900.0, -900.0
4627, -1200.0,-1200.0
4647, -4200.0,-4200.0
5523,0.0, -900.0
5527,0.0, -1200.0
5519,0.0, -750.0

************************************************************************

*******~****************************************************************

************************************************************************

*RESTART, WRITE, FREQ=I
••

*PREPRINT, ECHO~YES, HISTORY=YES, MODEL=YES
••

**
**

*IIIAIJIN(;
STRLSS ANAI.YSIS r()R A 1l1lRII.D PIPE

**~,*********************************************************************

* *** * * * ** * * ** * * *** * * * * ** * ***** .".* * * * * * * * * * * * * ******* * * * ***** * * * * * * * * ** * *

*FlLE FORMAT, ZERO INCREMENT
**



5948, -4200.0, 1550.0
5952, -4200.0, 2250.0
(,423,900.0, -900.0
6427,1200.0,-1200.0
6447,4200.0, -4200.0
7219,747.146, -65.3668
7223,900.0, -78.74
7'2'27,1200.0, -I04,9X()4
7247, ..Q()(l.O, -1:,)()O.O

************************************************************************
** NODE GENERATION
************************************************************************
*NGEN, L1NE~C, NSET~I-IOLEI
119,1919,100,101
*NGEN, L1NE~C, NSET~HOLE2
1919,3719,100,101
*NGEN, L1NE~C, NSET~I-IOLE3
3719,5519,100,101
*NGEN, L1NE~C, NSET~HOLE4
5519,7219,100,101
**N(iEN, I.INE"C. NSET 1I0l.E5
**110.7211),7100,101

**
*NGEN, NSET~OUTERI
123,1023,100
*N(;/:N, NSI'T--OlJITRI
1023, 1923, 100
*NGEN,NSET~OUTER2
1923,2823, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER2
2823,3723,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTERJ
3723,4623. 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER3
4fl23, 5523, 100
*NGEN, NSE'r~OUTER4
5523,6423, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER4
6423, 7223, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER5
123,7223,7100
************************************************************************
** NODE FILL
************************************************************************
*NfILL NSE'r~PLA TE I, B1AS~ I
HOLE I, OUTERI, 4, I
*NFII.I.. NSE'I-~PLJ\TE2, IIIJ\S~ I
IIOLE2, OUTER2, 4, I
*NFILL, NSET~PLJ\TE3, BIAS~I
HOLD, OUTERJ, 4, I
*NFlLL, NSET~PLATE4, BIAS~I
IIOLE4, OUTER4, 4, I
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************************************************************************
** ELFMENT CONNECTIVITY DEI'INITION
************ ••***.******.***********************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPI>CPE4
19, 119, 120, 220, 219
*ELEMLNT, TYPE ~CPE4
IXI9, 1919, 1920,2020,2019
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
3619,3719,3720,3820,3819
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
5-1-19, 5519, 5520, 5(}20, 5() 19
*ELEMENT, TYPEc:CPE4
7119,7219,7220,120,119
************************************************************************
**ELEMENT GENERATE
************************************************************************
*ELGEN, ELSEIAIAUNCII
19,4, I, I, IX, 100, 100
*IHjEN, ELSE'loIIAUNCH
IXI9,4, I, I, 18, lOa, 100
*ELGEN,ELSET~HAUNCH
3619,4, I. I, 18, 100, 100
*ElGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
5419,4, L I, 17, 100, 100
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
7119,4, I, I, 1,7100, lOa
*••*** ••*••*******.*.******.* ••*•••• **.**.******************************
** BEAM ELEMENT
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE=B21, ELSET=PII'E
10001,119,219
*ELGEN, LLSET=I'II'E
10001,71,100, I, I
*ELEMENT, TYPE=B21, ELSET~PIPE
10072, 7219,119
************************************************************************
** MIDDLE ZONE
************************************************************************
*NGEN,NSET=OUTER
127,1027, lOa
*NGEN, NSET=OUTER
1027,1927,100
*NGEN,NSET=OUTER
1927,2827, lOa
*NGLN, NSET~OUTER
2827,3727,100
*NGEN,NSET~OUTER
3727, 4627,100
*N(,EN, NSF,T=OllTER
4627,5527, lOa
*NGEN, NSET=OllTER
5527, 6427, 100
*NGEN,NSET=OUTER
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(,427,7127, 100
••
*NSET, NSET--INNER, GENERATE
123,7223,100
*NIILL, NSFT SOILll, llIAS--1
INNER, OUTER, 4, I
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY MIDDLE
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
2.1, 123. 12..1. 224, 223
*EI.C;i-N, EI.SET IlACKS
23.4. I. I. 71,100,100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
7123. 7123. 7224, 124, 123
*ELGEN, ELSET~BACKS
7123,4. I, 1.1,7100.100
************************************************************************
** OUTER NODE
************************************************************************
*NGEN, NSET~OUTERII
147,1047.100
*NGEN. NSET~OUTEROUT
2R47.4647,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUT
4647,6447,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUT
6447,7247, 100
**
*NSET, NSET~MIDDLE, GENERATE
2X27,7227,100
'NFl!.!., NSETSOI!.N, BIAS~I
MIDDLE, OUTEROUT, 20, I
'NSET, NSET~MIDDLEII, GENERATE
127.1027,100
'NFlLL, NSET~SOILN, BIAS~ 1
MIDDLEII. OliTERl1, 20. I
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY OUTER
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
2727, 2R27, 2X2X,292R,2927
'ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
2727,20, I, 1,44, 100, 100
'EI.EMENT, TYPE~CPE4
7127,7227, 722X, 128, 127
*ELGEN, E!.SET~NATIVS
7127,20, I, I, 1, 7100, 100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
'27. 127. 12R. 22R. 227
*ELGEN, E!.SET~NATIVS
27,20, I. 1,9.100,100
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******************************************************************
** OllTI'({ OllTI'({
******************************************************************
*NsLT, NSET'"OUTEROUTER2, GENERATE
1027,1047, I
*NSET, NSET~OUTEROUTER5, GLNERAIL
1027, 2R27, 100
*NSET, NSET~OLJTEROUTERX, GENERATE
2R27,2X47, 1
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUTER3
148,2148,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUTER6
2148,3948, 100
*NGEN, NSET ~OlJTEROLJTI;R9
3948, 5948, 100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUTER4
152,2152,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUTER7
2152,3952, 100
*NGLN, NSET~OUTEROUTERIO
3952,5952, 100
************************************************************************
**NODE FILL
************************************************************************
*NFILL, NSET~SOlLN, BIAS~ I
OliTEROUTER3, OUTEROUTER4, 4, 1
*NFlLL, NSE'l~SOILB, BIAS='I
OUTEROUTER6, OlJTEROUTER7, 4, 1
*NFlLL, NSET~SOlLN, BIAS~ I
OUTEROUTER9, OUTEROUTERIO, 4, I
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY OUTEROUTER
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
200000,148,149,249,248
*ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
200000,4, I, I, 20, 100, 100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
220000. 214N. 2149, 2249. 224S
*ELGEN, ELSET~IlACKS
220000,4, I, I, 18, 100, 100
*ELEMENT, TYPI>CPE4
230000,3948,3949,4049,4048
*ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
230000,4, I, 1,20,100,100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
2000000, 2148, 224R, 1127, 1027
*ELGEN,ELSET~BACKS
2000000, I, I, 1121, 18, 100, 100
**
**
*HYMENT, TYI'E~CI'E4, ELSE I=NATIVS
21[)[)[)[)[),1~~,24~, 1046, 1047
*ELEMENT, TYI'E~CI'E4, ELSET=NATIVS
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2100001.148, 348, 1045, 1046
'I'LFMFNT, 1'1'1'1. CPF4, FLSI"-r. Ni\Tll'S
2100002,34~, 44~, 1044, 1045
'U.EMENT, TYPECPE4, ELSET. Ni\Tll'S
2100003.44~, 548,1043,1044
'LLLMLNT, TYPI>CPE4, ELSET=Ni\Tll'S
2100004,548, M8, 1042, 1043
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSLT=Ni\T1l'S
2100005,MR, 74R, 1041, 1042
'LLEMENT, TYPL=CPE4, ELSET=Ni\TIVS
2100006,748, 848, 1040, 1041
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIl'S
2100007,848,948,1039,1040
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=Ni\ TIl'S
2100008,948, 1048, 1038, 1039
'U,LMENT, TYPE-"CPE4, LLSLT Ni\TIVS
2100009, 1048,1148,1037, 103R
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000010,1148,1248,1036,1037
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET••NATIVS
21000011,1248,1348,1035,1036
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NA TIVS
21000012, 1348, 1448, 1034, 1035
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000013, 144R, 154R, 1033, 1034
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000014,1548,1648,1032,1033
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=Ni\T1VS
21000015, IM8, 1748, 1031, 1032
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000016,1748,1848,1030,1031
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIl'S
21000017,1848,1948,1029,1030
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIl'S
21000018, 1948,2048, 1028, 1029
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000019,2048,2148,1027,1028
••••
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATll'S
21000040,3948,4048,2828,2827
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000021,4048,4148,2829,2828
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NA TIl'S
21000022,4148,4248,2830,2829
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATll'S
21000023,4248,4348,2831,2830
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000024,4348, 444R, 2832, 2831
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATll'S
21000025,4448,4548,2833,2832
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000026,4548,4648,2834,2833
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATll'S
21000027,4M8,4748,2835,2834
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=Ni\Tll'S
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A- xix

."

TIME INDEPENDENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS**

*I3EAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET~PIPE, SECTlON~GENERAL
20,15700,10000,15700,10000

21000028,4748,4848,2836,2835
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
21000029,4848,4948,2837,2836
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET"NATIVS
21 O(lOO:"O.4()4X. S04X. 2X1X. 2X:n
''LUMLNT, TYPI, ('1'1'4. I'.LSI'.I NATIVS
2100()OJI, 504X, 514:-:,2X39, 21'31'
*ELEMENT, TYPE"CPE4, ELSET"NATIVS
21000032,5148,5248,2840,2839
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ElSET~NATIVS
21000033,5248,5348,2841,2840
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ElSET~NA TIVS
21000034,5348,5448,2842,2841
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ElSET~NAT1VS
21000035,5448,5548,2843,2842
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NA TIVS
21000036,5548,5648,2844,2843
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NA TIVS
21000037.5648.5748,2845.2844
*ELEMENT. TYPE~CPE4, ELSE'r~NATIVS
21000038,5748,5848,2846,2845
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4. ELSET~NA TIVS
21000039,5848,5948,2847.2846
************************************************************************

** MATERIAL PROPERTY DEFINITION
************************************************************************

760.300
*SOLID SECTION. MATERIAL~SOIUl, ELSET~HAUNCH
*SOLID SECTION, MATEIUAL~SOILI3, ELSET~I3ACKS
*SOllD SECTION, MATERIAL~SOILN, ElSET~NA T1VS
************************************************************************

** BEAM PROPERTIES
************************************************************************

*MATERIAL, NAME~SOILB
*ELASTIC
10,0.25
*MATERIAL, NAME~SOILN
*ELASTIC
10,0.25
**********************************~***************************

*NSET, NSET~130TTOM, GENERATE
4647.6447,100
*NSET, NSET~LEFT, GENERATE
2847,4647,100
*NSET, NSET~RIGHT, GENERATE
147, 1047, 100
*NSET, NSET~RJGHT, GENERATE
6447,7247,100



************************************************************************
**BOUNDARY CONDITION
************************************************************************
*BOUNDARY
RIGHT, YSYMM
LEFT, YSYMM
BOTTOM, PINNFIJ
***:~********************************************************************
** SPECIFIC OUTPUT REQUI~STS
***********************************************************************
'NSET, NSET~PIPNOD, GENERATE
119,7219, lOa
*NSET, NSET~HORI012.5, GENERATE
1024, 2S24, 100
*NSET, NSET~VERT, GENERATE
304X, 3052, I
'NSET, NSET~HOR900, GENERATE
1023, 2S23, 100
'NSET, NSET~HORS66, GENERATE
1022. 2S22. 100
*NSF.T. NSU"IIORR25. GI'NFRAIT:
1021, 2S21. 100
'ELSET, ELSE'r~VERT, GENERATE
ISI9, IS27, I
*ELSET, ELSE'l~VERT, GENERATE
1719,1727, I
*ELSET, ELSET~VERT, GENERATE
220XOO,220S03, I
*ELSET, ELSET~VERT, GENERATE
220900,220903, I
*ELSET, ELSET~VERT, GENERATE
2000S00, 2000900, 100
*ELSET. ELSET~HOR900, GENERATE
923_ 2()2J. 100
*ELSET, ELSET~I'IORR25, GENERATE
921,2621, lOa
************************************************************************
** SURFACE LOADS
************************************************************************
*STEP
'STATIC
*(,LOAD
3052,2, -8.3
************************************************************************
** OUTPUT COMMANDS
************************************************************************
'NODI' PRINT, NSET'"PIPNOD
COORD. U
*NODE PRINT, NSET~VERT
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET~HORS25
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET.IIORR66
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COORD
*NODI-: PRINT, NSET~HOR~OO
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET~HORIOI2_5
COORD
*FL PRINT, POSITION=A VERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=PIPE
SF
*EL PRINT, POSITlON=AVERAGEO AT NODES, ELSET=VERT
S, E
*EL PRINT, POSITlON~AVERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=HOR825
S. E
*U _PRINT, POSITION '-AVI'RAGI'D AT NODES, EI.SET=IIOR900
S, I'
*END STEP
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A- xxii

*FILE FORMAT, ZERO INCREMENT
**

MESH GENERATION

NODE DEFINITION

**

**

** DIMENSIONS are ill N,mm
************************************************************************
*NODE
101,0.0,0.0
119, 750.0, 0,0
1919,0.0, 750.0
123,900.0, 0.0
127, 1200,0,0,0
147,4200,0, -1200.0
I4X,4200.0, 1550,0
157,4200.0,3750.0
1023,900,0,900,0
1027,1200.0,1350,0
1047,4200,0,1350,0
1923, 0.0, 900.0
1927,0.0,1350.0
2148,1200.0,1550,0
2157,1200.0,3750.0
2X23, -900,0, 900.0
2X27, -1200,0, 1350.0
2X47, -4200,0,13500
3719, -750.0, 0.0
3723, -900,0, 0,0
3727, -1200.0, 0.0
394X, -1200.0, 1550.0
3957, -1200.0,3750,0
4623, -900,0, -900,0
4627, -1200.0, -1200,0
4647, -4200.0, -4200,0
5523,0.0, -9000
5527,0,0, -1200,0
5519. 0.0. ~750.0

************************************************************************

************************************************************************

*RESTART, WRITE, FREQ~I
**
**

*PREPIUNT, ECHO~YES, H1STORY~YES, MODEL~YES
**

*IILAIJINCi
STRLSS ANALYSIS FOR A BURILD PIPE
**
**

************************************************************************

FOR BURIAL DEPTH = 3000 111111

************************************************************************

************************************************************************



5948, -4200,0, 1550,0
5957, -4200,0, 3750,0
6423,9000, -900,0
6427, 1200,0, -1200,0
6447, 420n,O, -4200,0
1'21 I). 7...t7.I.Hl. -(l) ..1()()}{
7]2.1. ()(lO.o, -7X.74
7227, 120n,O, -104,9864
7247,4200,0, -1500,0
************************************************************************
**NODE GENERATE
************************************************************************
*NGEN, UNEocC, NSET~HOLEI
119,1919,100,101
*NGEN, UNE=C, NSET=HOLE2
1919,3719,100,101
*NGEN, UNE=C, NSET~I-IOLE3
3719,5519,100,101
*NGEN, UNE-~l', NSET=.IIOUA
5519,7219, lOa, 101
**NGEN, L1NE=C, NSET=I-IOLE5
**119,7219,7100,101
**
**
*NGEN, NSE'r=OllTERI
123, 1023, 100
*NGEN, NSET=OUTERI
1023, 1923, 100
*NGEN,NSET~OUTER2
1923, 2823, 100
*NGEN, NS!'T=OlJTER2
2823, 3723, 100
*NGEN, NSET=OUTERJ
3723,4623, 100
*NGEN, NSET=OUTERJ
4623,5523, J 00
*NGEN, NSET=OUTER4
5523, 6423, 100
*NGEN, NSET=OUTER4
6423, 7223, 100
*NGEN, NSET=OUTER5
123,7223,7100
************************************************************************
**NODE FILL
************************************************************************
*NFILL, NSET=PLATE I, BIAS= I
HOLEI, OUTERI, 4,1
*NFILL, NSET=PLATE2, BIAS= I
HOLE2, OUTER2, 4, I
*NFILL, NSET=PLATE3, BIAS=I
HOLE3, OUTER3, 4, I
*NFlLL, NSET=PLATE4, 13IAS=1
HOLE4, OUTER4, 4, I
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************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY DEFINITION
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
19,119,120,220,219
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
Ifi19, 1919, 1920,2020.2019
*IJI':MI'NT, TYI'L CI'L4
]hIY. 3719.3720. JH2U.JXI9
'ELEMENT, TYPt>CPE4
5419,5519,5520,5620,5619
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
7119,7219,7220,120, 119
••
**
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
19,4, I, I, IR, 100, 100
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
1~19,4, I, I, IR, 100, 100
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAlJNCH
.11>19,4,I, I.I~, 100, 100
*I'LGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
5419,4, I. 1,17,100,100
*ELGEN, ELSET~HAUNCH
7119,4, I, I, 1,7100,100
**
**
'ELEMENT, TYPE~B2I, ELSET~PIPE
10001,119,219
*ELGEN, ELSFr~PIPE
10001,71,100, I, J
*ELEMENT, TYPE~B2J, ELSET~PIPE
10072, 7219,119
************************************************************************
** MIDDLE ZONE
************************************************************************
*NGEN,NSET~OUTER
127,1027,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
1027,1927,100
*NGEN, NSU'"OUTER
1927,2X27,IOO
*NGEN, NSET~OlJTER
2827,3727,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
3727,4627,100
*NGEN, NSE'r~OlITER
4627,5527,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
5527,6427,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTER
6427,7227, 100
**
*NSET, NSET~INNER, GENERA TE
123, 7223, J 00
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*NFILL, NSET~SOILB, BIAS~I
INNER, OUTER, 4, 1
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY MIDDLE
********:~******************************************.********************
*I'.I.LMLNT. TYPL CPL4
2~,121. 124. 224, 223
'LL(;I':N.I'LSLT-ll/\CKS
23,4, I, 1,71,100,100
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
7123,7223,7224,124,123
*ELGEN, ELSET~BACKS
7123,4,1,1, 1,7100.100
*********************************************************~**************
** OUTER NODE
************************************************************************
*NGEN. NSET~OUTERII
147.1047.100
*NGEN. NSET~OUTEROUT
2847.4647,100
*NGEN.NSET~OUTEROUT
4647,6447,100
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUT
6447,7247,100
**
*NSET, NSET"MIDDLE, GENERATE
2R27,7227,100
*NFlLL, NSET~SOlLN, B1AS~ I
MIDDLE, OUTEROUT, 20, I
*NSET. NSET~MIDDLEII. GENERATE
127.1027.100
*NFILL, NSET~SOILN, l3I/\S~ 1
MIDDLEI!. OUTERI!. 20,1
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY OUTER
************************************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
2727,2827,2828,2928,2927
*ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
2727,20, I, 1,44. lOa, 100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
7127,7227,7228,128,127
*ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
7127.20. I, '1. 1.7100.100
*ELEMENT, TYI'E~CPE4
27.127.128.228,227
*ELGEN, ELSET~NATIVS
27,20, I, 1,9, 100, 100
******************************************************************
** OUTER OUTER
******************************************************************
*NSET, NSET=OUTEROUTER2, GENERATE
\027,1047, I
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*NSET, NSET~OUTEROUTER5, GENERATE
1027, 2R27. 100
*NSET, NSET~OUTEROUTERR. GENERATE
2R27, 2R47, I
*NGEN, NSET~OUTEROUTER3
14R,214R. 100
*N(i1'N. NSFT OIITI'.ROIITI:IU,
~ I.IX, YHX, 1(lO
'N(i1:N. NSiT OUII.:J(OIlTI:I('J
394X, 594R. 100
*NGEN. NSET~OUTEROUTER4
157.2157.100
'NGEN,NSET~OUTEROUTER7
2157,3957,100
*NGEN, NSET .OUTEROUTLRIO
3957,5957.100
••
"
*NFlLL. NSEr~SOILN, BIAS~ I
OUTEROUTER3. OUTEROUTER4. 9. I
'NFIiL NSET- SOILil. BIAS I
OUTEJ(OUTER6, OUTEROUTER7, 9. I
*NFlLL. NSET~SOILN, BIAS~ I
OUTEROUTER9. OUTEROUTERIO. 9. I
************************************************************************
** ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY OUTEROUTER
************************************************************************
'ELEMENT, TYPI>CPE4
200000,148,149,249,248
*ELGEN. LLSET~NATIVS
200000,9, I, 1,20, 100. 100
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
~20000.21-lR.2149.2249.224R
*ELGEN, l'LSUAlACKS
220000.9. I, I. IR, 100, 100
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
230000,3948,3949.4049,4048
'ELGEN, ELSET~NA TlVS
230000, 9, I, 1,20, 100, 100
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4
2000000, 214R, 224R, I 127, 1027
*ELGEN, LLSEl~13ACKS
2000000, I, I, 1121, 18, 100.100
••
"*I'LEMLNT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSETo.NATIVS
2100000,l4R. 248, 1046, 1047
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATlVS
2100001.24R, 348,1045,1046
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATlVS
2100002,34R, 448, 1044, 1045
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
2100003,448,548,1043,1044
*ELEMENT. TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
2100004,548, MR. 1042, 1043
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'U ..LMI'NT, TYPI'~CPE4, ELSI'T~NATIVS
21IJIJIJ1J5,MS,74S, IIJ41, 1IJ42
'ELEMENT, TYPI>CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
2IIJ0006,748, 848,1040,1041
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
2100007,848,948, 1039, 1040
*ELEMENT, TYPI>CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
2100008,948, 1048, 1038, 1039
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NA T1VS
2100009,1048,1148,1037,1038
*ELEMENT, TYPI>CPE4, ELSFT~NATIVS
21000010,1148, 124S, I03!>, 1037
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPl4, ELSI'T~NAliVS
210000 II, 1248, 1348, 1035, 1036
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NA T1VS
21000012, 1348, 1448, 1034, 1035
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NA T1VS
21000013,1448,1548,1033,1034
*FLEMENT, TYPE~CPE4,ELSFT~NATIVS
21000014, 1548, 1M8, 1032, 1033
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
21000015,1648,1748,1031,1032
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
21000016,1748,1848,1030,1031
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NAliVS
21000017,1848,1948,1029,1030
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
210000 I8, 1948,2048, 1028, 1029
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSFr~NATIVS
21000019, 2048, 2148, 1027, 1028
**
**
*LLLMLNT, TYPE .. CPE4, I;LSLT NATIVS
21000040,3948,4048,2828,2827
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATlVS
21000021,4048,4148,2829,2828
'FLI'MI'NT, TYPE~CPI'4, ELSJ'T~NATIVS
2/000022,414X.424X,2H30,2X29
*ELEMJ;NT, TYPI>CPE4, I'LSI'T.oNATIVS
21000023,4248,4348,2831,2830
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NA T1VS
21000024,4348,4448,2832,2831
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATlVS
21000025,4448,4548,2833,2832
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSFr~NATIVS
21000026,4548,4648,2834,2833
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
21000027,4648,4748,2835,2834
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
21000028,4748,4848,2836,2835
*FI.I MI NT, TYPF CPF4, FLSI':T NATIVS

.? 1O(}(l029 . ..fX..fX,494:\.21':37. 2:'G()
'ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
21000030,4948,5048,2838,2837
*ELEMENT, TYPE~CPE4, ELSET~NATIVS
21000031,5048,5148,2839,2838
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*FJ.I',MFNT. T1'I'F"CI'E4, EI.SETcNATIVS
2100lI0.t2, ."14X. 52..JX. 2X40. 2XJ') _
*FI.LMFNT. T1'I'I ..,CI'IA, 1,:I.SI'TcNNIIVS •••.•'..
~100003J, 5~4X,534X,~X4I,~X40
*ELEMENT. T1'I'E~Cl'E4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000034, 534X, 5448,2842,2841
*U ..LMENT, T1'I'E=CI'E4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000035, 544X, 554X, 2843,2842
'EI.EMENT, TYPE=CPE4, FLSFT=NATIVS
21000036,5548, 564X,2844, 2843
'ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
21000037,5648,5748,2845,2844
*ELEMENT, T1'PE=CPE4, ELSET=NATIVS
~1000038, 5748, 5848,~846,~845
"'I.I'MFNT, T1'I'E=CI'E4, EI.SI'T=NATIVS
~ I000039, 5X4X,594X, ~X47, 2X4(,
************************************************************************
.* BEAM PROPERTIES
************************************************************************
*BEAM GENERAL SECTION, ELSET=I'II'E, SECTION=GENERAL
20, 15700,10000,15700,10000

760,300
'SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL=SOII.B, ELSET=HAUNCH
'SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL=SOlLB, ELSET=BACKS
'SOLID SECTION, MATERIAL~SOILN, ELSET=NA TIVS
********'~***************************************************************
** MATERIAL PROPERTY DEFINITION
************************************************************************
'MA TERIAL, NAME=SOlLB
'ELASTIC
10,0.25
'MATERIAL, NAME=SOILN
'ELASTIC
10,0.25
************************************************************************
** TIME INDEPENDENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
************************************************************************
'NSET, NSET~BOTTOM, GENERATE
4(,47, [,447, 100
*NSI'T, NSET~LEFT, GENERATE
2X47,4[,47,100
*NSET, NSET=RIGHT, GENERATE
\47,1047,100
'NSFT, NSET=RIGIIT, GENERA TE
6447,7247, 100
************************************************************************
**BOUNDARY CONDITION
************************************************************************
'BOUNDARY
IUGIIT, 1'SYMM
I.ITT, YS1'MM
BOTTOM, PINNED
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************************************************************************
** SPECIFIC OUTPUT REQUESTS
************************************************************************
*NSET,NSET=PIPNOD,GENERATE
119,7219,100
*NSET, NSET=HORIOI2.5, GENERATE
1024,2824,100
*NSET, NSET=VERT, GENERATE
3048,3057,1
*NSET, NSET=HOR900, GENERATE
1023,2823,100
*NSET, NSET=HOR866, GENERATE
1022,2822,100
*NSET, NSET=HOR825, GENERATE
1021,2821,100
*ELSET,ELSET=VERT,GENERATE
1819,1827,1
*ELSET, ELSET=VERT,GENERA TE
1719, 1727, 1
*ELSET, ELSET=VERT, GENERATE
220800,220808,1
*ELSET, ELSET=VERT, GENERATE
220900,220908,1
*ELSET, ELSET=VERT, GENERATE
2000800,2000900,100
*ELSET,ELSET=H0R900,GENERATE
923, 2623, 100
*ELSET, ELSET=HOR825, GENERATE
921,2621,100
************************************************************************
** SURFACE LOADS
***************************.*******.**********.****************.********
*STEP
*STATIC
*CLOAD
3057, 2, -8.3
************************************************************************
** OUTPUT COMMANDS
************************************************************************
*NODE PRINT, NSET=PIPNOD
CooRD,U
*NODE PRINT, NSET=VERT
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET=HOR825
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET=HOR866
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET=HOR900
COORD
*NODE PRINT, NSET=HOR1012.5
COORD
*EL PRINT, POSITION=A VERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=PIPE
SF
*EL PRINT,POSITION=A VERAGED AT NODES,ELSET=VERT
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S,E
*EL PRINT, POSITION=A VERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=HOR825
S,E
*EL PRINT, POSITION=A VERAGED AT NODES, ELSET=HOR900
S,E
*ENDSTEP
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